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X chromosome inactivation mediates the differential expression of genes on the

active and inactive X chromosomes in each female somatic cell. To understand the

mechanisms that maintain X chromosome inactivation, I have examined the role that

DNA methylation and chromatin structure in the promoter play in the transcriptional

repression of the human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase gene (HPRT).

Transcriptional repression of the HPRT gene strongly correlates with methylation at 3

critical sites near the major transcription initiation sites of the promoter. Partial promoter

demethylation at non-critical sites does not increase the HPRT reactivation frequency of

clones re-treated with the demethylating agent, 5-aza-deoxycytidine, suggesting that

critical site methylation contributes disproportionately to transcriptional silencing. Direct

inhibition of transcription factor binding is unlikely to be primarily responsible for this

repression since the critical methylation sites do not coincide with transcription factor

binding sites identified by either DNase I or DMS in vivo footprinting. Histone
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deacetylation is also unlikely to be the principal mechanism of methylation-mediated

transcriptional repression since trichostatin A treatment does not reactivate the inactive

HPRT allele, even when the promoter is partially demethylated. However, differential

methylation may mediate the differential chromatin structure of the promoter between the

active and inactive HPRT alleles. The active HPRT promoter is assembled into an array

of translationally phased nucleosomes, which is interrupted over approximately 350 bp

including the minimal promoter, the multiple transcription initiation sites and all of the

transcription factor binding sites identified by in vivo footprinting. This 350 bp region

appears devoid ofnucleosomes based on its hypersensitivity to both DNase I and MNase

and the similarity of its high-resolution DNase I cleavage pattern to naked DNA. In

contrast, the inactive HPRT promoter is assembled into randomly positioned

nucleosomes that are rotationally phased over at least 2 1 0 bp covering a cluster of 5 GC

boxes and the multiple transcription initiation sites. The potential role of methylation in

determining the rotational orientation ofnucleosomes and the effect of rotational phasing

on transcription are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

To better understand the mechanisms involved in maintaining transcriptional

silencing of the human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase gene on the inactive X

chromosome, I have examined the roles ofDNA methylation and chromatin structure in

this process. To provide a sufficient background for this discussion, I present a brief

overview of the current literature regarding the human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase gene, X chromosome inactivation, DNA methylation, and

chromatin structure.

The Human Hypoxanthine Phosphoribosyltransferase Gene

The human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase gene (HPRT) encodes a

protein involved in the salvage pathway of guanine and hypoxanthine nitrogen bases. A

defect in this protein results in Lesch Nyhans syndrome in males and, sometimes, gouty

arthritis in females (107). The HPRT gene is located at Xq26.1 - q26.2 on the human X

chromosome and is subject to X inactivation. It spans approximately 42 Kb and is split

into 9 exons. It is constitutively expressed in all tissues although its expression is highest

in the brain. Like other “housekeeping” genes, it has a TATA-less promoter that is GC

rich and contains several consensus binding sites for the transcription factor Spl. Like

many genes with TATA-less promoters, the HPRT gene has multiple sites of

transcription intiation (93, 151). The active and inactive alleles of the HPRT gene, on the
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active and inactive X-chromosomes respeetively, exhibit several differences. Differential

methylation is observed, with the promoter of the active allele completely unmethylated

whereas the promoter of the inactive allele is densely methylated except at the 5

consensus Spl binding sites that are unmethylated on both aetive and inactive alleles

(75). Also, the active and inactive alleles of the HPRT gene exhibit differential

accessibility as determined by DNase I general sensitivity (117) and differential factor

binding as determined by dimethyl sulfate in vivo footprinting (77). The active allele is

more accessible and binds transcription factors in vivo whereas the inactive allele is

relatively more inaeeessible and is devoid of transcription factor binding. The HPRT gene

is a convenient model system for examining the maintenance ofX chromosome

inactivation because its expression can be either selected for or against in cell culture

using HAT (hypoxanthine, aminopterin, thymidine) or 6-thioguanine (2-amino-6-

mereaptopurine) respectively.

X Chromosome Inactivation

X chromosome inactivation is the mechanism by which eutherian mammals

compensate for the dosage imbalance of genes on the X chromosome between males,

which have a single X chromosome, and females, whieh have two X chromosomes.

During X chromosome inactivation, one of the two X ehromosomes in each female

somatic cell is randomly ehosen for transcriptional silencing, resulting in a single active

X chromosome in eaeh cell (126). Prior to X inactivation, genes on both female X-

chromosomes are expressed (51). However, early in embryogenesis, at about 5.5 d.p.c.

(days post coitum) in mice, X chromosome inactivation initiates in the embryo proper, as
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marked by a drop in the expression of various X-linked genes. By 10.5 d.p.c., all somatic

tissues have completed X inactivation (188). As a result female mammals are chimeric

with respect to the expression of genes on the X chromosome (126).

The process ofX chromosome inactivation may be subdivided into 3 distinct

steps: initiation, spreading and maintenance (70). Initiation involves three distinct

processes, counting, choosing and silencing. Counting is the process by whieh the cell

determines how many X-chromosomes are present and compares it to the ploidy of the

cell. For each diploid genome, one X ehromosome remains active while all other X-

chromosomes are inactivated (62). It is unclear how counting occurs but it is thought to

require both an X-linked and an autosomal component (135). Once the cell has

determined how many X-chromosomes should remain active, it has to choose which X

chromosome(s) to keep active (62). While choosing is typically random in normal

somatic cells, in mice a region known as the Xce can modify the probability of a X

chromosome being chosen. The relative “strength” of the individual Xce alleles on each

X chromosome determines the level of skewing ofX chromosome inactivation in cis (3).

No equivalent region has been identified in humans. After the active X chromosome is

chosen, all other X-chromosomes in each cell must be silenced. Although these processes

are closely interrelated, they are genetically distinct.

X chromosome inactivation is thought to initiate at the X inactivation center

(XIC) located at Xql3.2, based on translocation studies (30). In addition to being

required for silencing, the XIC is thought to contain the X-linked components of both

counting and choosing since ring X-chromosomes lacking the XIC are neither counted

nor inactivated (41, 136, 209). A gene known as the X inactive specific transcript oxXIST
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has been identified within the minimal XIC and is thought to be a vital silencing

component of the XIC. XIST/Xist is the only gene known that is expressed exclusively

from the inactive X chromosome in somatic cells (25, 28). It encodes a transcript that has

several unusual properties. The XIST/Xist RNA is very large (approximately 1 7kb and

1 5kb respectively (26, 29)), has no extended conserved open reading frame and is not

thought to be translated or to leave the nucleus. In interphase somatic cells, XIST/Xist

RNA is found coating the inactive X chromosome (25, 29). Prior to X inactivation, an

unstable Xist transcript is expressed and localized in cis to the XIC on both X-

chromosomes. During X chromosome inactivation, a stable transcript accumulates in cis

on the inactive X-chromosome but not on the active X chromosome, which eventually

ceases to express Xist altogether (84). The accumulation ofXist on the inactive X

chromosome, which is thought to mediate the initiation and spreading ofX inactivation in

early embryogenesis, involves transcript stabilization rather than differential transcription

of the two alleles (180). Consistent with the idea thaXXist stabilization is responsible for

X inactivation, Wutz and Jaenisch (212) have recently shown that induction of a

inducible transgenic Xist RNA which, unlike endogenous Xist, is stable in

undifferentiated cells results in untimely X inactivation and cell death.

It has been suggested that promoter switching at the Xist locus from the PO

promoter, which generates an “unstable” transcript, to the PI promoter, which generates a

“stable” transcript, mediates Xist RNA stabilization and is therefore responsible for

initiating X chromosome inactivation (180). However, this hypothesis is controversial.

Warshawky et al. have recently shown that the putative “stable” promoter PI can initiate

transcription ofXist in both differentiated and undifferentiated cells. Furthermore, the PI-
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initiated transcript is unstable in undifferentiated cells but stable in differentiated cells

(204). In addition, a transgene carrying the “stable” PI promoter but lacking the

“unstable” PO promoter is capable of initiating inactivation (105). Interestingly,

Warshawsky et al. were unable to find the PO initiated transcript and argue that it is an

artifact of an antisense transcript, Tsix (204).

The Xist locus appears to be a necessary cis silencing component of the XIC.

Knockout of the mouse Xist gene on one X chromosome results in failure to initiate X

chromosome inactivation in cis (129, 157). Conversely, ectopic expression ofXist

transgenes confers inactive X-chromosome-like properties to autosomes in cis (71, 103,

105, 106). However, while JTwt expression and stabilization in cis are thought to be

necessary for X inactivation, they are apparently not sufficient. Clemson et al. (39) have

recently demonstrated that stabilization and localization of Xist RNA on the active mouse

X chromosome by 5-aza-cytdidine reactivation is not sufficient to inactivate the X

chromosome. This suggests that an unidentified developmentally regulated factor

expressed in early embryogenesis is required to mediate X inactivation by Xist

stabilization. The window during which Xist stabilization can mediate X inactivation

appears to be quite short. Wutz and Jaenisch have shown that an inducible Xist transgene

can only induce X inactivation during ES cell differentiation (212). Within 4 days of

differentiation, induction of the transgene could not cause X inactivation as measured by

cell death. Clemson et al. (39) have also shown an uncoupling ofXist stabilization and

localization in mouse/human hybrids. Since XISTRNA is stable but its localization is

aberrant in rodent/human hybrid cell lines, XIST localization apparently requires a
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species-specific autosomal factor(s) which is different from that necessary for

stabilization.

In addition to silencing, XIST/Xist also appears to be involved in the choice

component ofX chromosome inactivation. Plenge et al. have identified in the human

XIST promoter a point mutation that dramatically skews X chromosome inactivation in

favor of inactivating the mutant allele (163). Surprisingly, the expression of^ZSTis

actually lower on the mutant allele, suggesting that this preferential inactivation is not

directly related to higher XIST expression. Consistent with Xist having a role in choosing,

the skewing observed in heterozygous mice with a knockout of the Xist gene on one X

chromosome arises from primary nonrandom X chromosome inactivation of the normal

X chromosome. Since the mutant X chromosome is preferentially chosen to remain

active, Xist appears to have a negative influence on choice (128). This is in distinct

contrast to Searles translocation mice where choice ofX inactivation is largely random

and the observed skewing in somatic tissues is the result of cell death in those cells that

inactivate the translocated chromosome.

Recently, another component of choosing in the XIC was identified. This

component, Tsix, is an anti-sense transcript oiXist (102). This anti-sense transcript

initiates approximately 14kb downstream oIXist within a CpG island whose differential

methylation has been linked to the different Xce alleles (44), suggesting that Tsix may be

functionally involved in the Xce. Like the Xist RNA, the Tsix RNA is localized to the

nucleus. However, unlike Xist, Tsix RNA does not coat the inactive X chromosome and is

found associated only with the XIC. Tsix is expressed biallelically at low levels prior to X

inactivation but during X inactivation it shows a reverse expression pattern as compared
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to Xist\ its expression continues on the active X chromosome but is silenced on the

inactive X chromosome. These characteristics are consistent with Tsix playing a positive

role in choosing, a hypothesis supported by the genetic data. Knockout of Tsix expression

on one X chromosome results in complete skewing of inactivation to the deleted

chromosome by primary nonrandom X chromosome inactivation (104). This suggests

that Tsix expression is required for an X chromosome to be chosen. This result is

reiterated in a 65kb deletion immediately downstream oiXist that also results in complete

skewing of inactivation to the deleted allele (40). Taken together, these observations

strongly implicate Tsix as a positive choosing component ofX inactivation, but they also

indicate that Tsix in not a component of silencing since X inactivation occurs on the X

chromosome with the deleted Tsix allele (104). Instead, it has been suggested that X

chromosome choosing, at least in mice, is determined by an as yet undetermined

interaction between the positive and negative effects of Tsix and Xist respectively, which

determines the level of stable Xist RNA. Both RNA duplex destabilization and

transcriptional interference by Tsix transcription have been proposed as possible

mechanisms by which Tsix modulates Awf levels (102, 104).

Neither Xist nor Tsix appear to be involved in the counting mechanism ofX

inactivation. This is evident since mice heterozygous for the Xist knockout still undergo

X inactivation and therefore count both X chromosomes even though one does not have a

functional Xist allele (129, 157). Similarly, knockout of Tsix results in skewed

inactivation rather than outright failure ofX inactivation so both X chromosomes are

counted (104). In contrast, ring X-chromosomes and translocation fragments lacking the
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XIC are not counted and not inactivated, leading to severe phenotypes since both the

normal and ring chromosomes remain active (41, 136, 209).

After X inactivation initiates, it is thought be spread bi-directionally along the

length of the X chromosome. It is unclear whether this silencing is continuous or discrete

since some genes escape X chromosome inactivation (46). However, recent evidence

suggests that genes which escape inactivation may actually inactivate during the initial

spreading ofX chromosome inactivation and then reactivate (118). Interestingly, in the

mouse, the distribution ofXist along the inactive X chromosome is discontinuous and

appears to be localized primarily to coding DNA (48). However, it is unclear if this

reflects the initial distribution ofXist during spreading or is simply the maintenance

pattern. Spreading of inactivation into autosomes in both X:autosome translocations and

hy Xist transgenes is both incomplete and variable (48, 103, 170-172, 206). This suggests

that X chromosomal material somehow favors spreading of inactivation as compared to

autosomal material. To explain this phenomenon, Gartler and Riggs have proposed a

“way station” model which suggests that the inactivation signal must be periodically

“boosted” as it travels down the chromosome (55). These “way stations” are

hypothesized to be more prevalent on the X chromosome than on autosomes. Work by

White et al. suggests that these “way stations” might be sites of strong Xist RNP

interaction (206) and Lyon (127) has suggested that they might be long interspersed DNA

sequence elements or LINES, which are on all chromosomes but enriched on the X

chromosome. Goldman et al. have proposed that these “way stations” may in fact be

inactivation signals for chromatin domains on the X chromosome, and that those genes

that escape X inactivation do so because their domains lack such a signal (61). Likewise,
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domains on autosomes would not consistently harbor such an inactivation signal (53).

However since spreading can occur into autosomes, the actual mechanisms of

transcriptional silencing by X activation are not unique to the X chromosome.

Once X inactivation is complete, each X chromosome maintains its transcriptional

status in all somatic cell progeny. While the mechanisms involved in this maintenance are

still unclear, maintenance does not require the XIST gene product (31). Several of the

differences observed between the active and inactive X-chromosomes suggest possible

mechanisms of maintenance, including differential chromatin structure, replication

timing, histone acetylation, and DNA methylation (70). Differential chromatin structure

was one of the earliest identified differences between the active and inactive X

chromosome. In 1961 Barr and Carr made the association between a cytologically

distinct dense nuclear heterochromatic body, subsequently known as the Barr body, and

the inactive X chromosome (4). Aside from this morphological difference, further

evidence has accumulated that this Barr body is different from the active X chromosome

in both composition and structure. In addition to the accumulation ofXIST/Xist on the

inactive human X chromosome (25, 29), macroH2A (43, 133) has been shown to be

significantly enriched on the inactive X, as have various hypoacetylated histone species

(9, 82). In addition, examination of the nuclease sensitivity of various X-linked genes has

clearly demonstrated a reduced accessibility of inactive X-linked genes as compared to

their active counterparts (117, 158, 213). Since the two X chromosomes in each female

cell reside in the same nuclear environment, and are therefore exposed to the same

transcription factors, the differential accessibility of the active vs. inactive X

chromosomes may play a vital role in their differential transcription.
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Late replication timing is a hallmark of the inactive X chromosome, which is the

last chromosome to enter replication (176). This differential replication timing is also one

of the earliest developmental characteristics of the inactive X chromosome and occurs

coincident with the accumulation ofXist on the inactive X chromosome and the

transcriptional silencing of various X-linked genes by X inactivation (90, 187).

Furthermore, late replication of the inactive X chromosome is conserved among all

mammals including marsupials and egg laying mammals, suggesting that it may be part

of the ancestral mechanism ofX inactivation (131). It has been suggested that late

replication timing might deprive the late replicating chromatin of cell cycle-specific

factors which mark transcriptionally active chromatin (135). Thus late replication timing

may not only distinguish the inactive X chromosome but may actually have a functional

role in maintaining its inactivity. However, initiation of inactivation by late replication is

unlikely because aberrant inactivation by a stable transgenic Xist transcript in

undifferentiated cells results in inactivation but not a shift to late replication.

Nevertheless, the shift from reversible to irreversible X inactivation does correlate quite

tightly with the appearance of late replication on the inactive X chromosome, indicating

that it may be the first mechanism of maintenance (212). Examination of individual genes

on the X chromosome shows a consistent correlation between transcription and

replication timing; the genes that escape inactivation replicate synchronously on both

chromosomes while the genes subject to X inactivation replicate late on the inactive X

chromosome (reviewed by Heard et al. (70)). The late replication timing of the inactive X

chromosome is significant because late replication is a general characteristic of inactive

chromatin (68, 191). Therefore, the mechanisms responsible for late replication of the
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inactive X chromosome may be directly involved in its silencing. Reactivation studies

with 5-aza-deoxycytidine have suggested that DNA methylation may be involved in this

maintenance process (68, 80).

Histone hypoacetylation is also a general characteristic of the inactive X

chromosome as well as a general marker of transcriptional inactivity (9, 82). Recently,

Gilbert and Sharp (57) have refined the localization of hypoacetylated histones in the

inactive X chromosome to the promoters of inactive X-linked genes and have conversely

found that acetylation in the body of the gene is largely independent of transcriptional

status. This would suggest that transcriptional repression by hypoacetylation specifically

targets the promoter. Unlike late replication timing, histone hypoacetylation occurs

significantly after initiation ofX inactivation and is therefore unlikely to be involved in

the initial silencing event (90). However, the growing evidence that histone deacetylation

mediates the inhibitory effects of various transcriptional repressors as well as DNA

methylation (2 1 , 95) suggests that the hypoacetylation observed on the inactive X

chromosome may play an integral role in maintaining its transcriptional repression.

DNA methylation is thought to be involved in X inactivation for several reasons.

While the active and inactive X-chromosomes are overall comparably methylated (11),

hypermethylation is observed at the promoter ofmany X-linked genes on the inactive X

chromosome, particularly with respect to the X-linked housekeeping genes (65, 75, 160,

193). That this differential promoter methylation is functional is strongly suggested by

the fact that demethylating agents such as 5-aza-cytidine or 5-aza-deoxycytidine can

reactivate individual loci on the inactive X-chromosome (50). Consistent with the role of

methylation in transeriptional repression, reactivation is correlated with complete
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demethylation of the promoter at the reactivated locus (75, 159). Taken together, these

observations suggest that this hypermethylation of the promoter ofmany X-linked genes

functionally represses transcription and thereby maintains X inactivation.

It is currently controversial whether methylation is involved in the initiation ofX

inactivation since some X-linked gene promoters appear to be methylated coincident to X

inactivation whereas others do not methylate until well after the initial inactivation event

(62). In any case, initiation ofX inactivation does not strictly require methylation.

Methylation is not observed in either somatic X chromosome inactivation in marsupials

or in imprinted inactivation of the X chromosome in mammalian extra-embryonic tissues

(70). Furthermore, X inactivation in the female germline also does not appear to require

DNA methylation (47, 64, 125, 183).

Since demethylating agents reactivate individual loci rather than the entire X

chromosome, maintenance ofX chromosome inactivation may occur at a local rather

than chromosomal level. This hypothesis is consistent with the observation that the 3

genes clustered in the G6PD region are coordinately reactivated by 5aCdr treatment (194,

208). It is further supported by the observation that genes that escape inactivation occur

in clusters on the X chromosome (139, 140). If the maintenance ofX chromosome

inactivation occurs at the level of individual loci or domains, examination of one such

“unit of inactivation” could provide insight into the overall mechanism governing X

inactivation. I have chosen to examine the X-linked human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl

-transferase gene locus for this purpose.
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DNA Methylation in Mammals

In mammals DNA methylation occurs exclusively at the 5 position of cytosine in

5’-CpG-3’ dinucleotides. Between 60-90% of 5’-CpG-3’ dinucleotides in vertebrate

genomes are methylated (144). This methylation is accomplished by transferring a methyl

group from S-adenosylmethione to cytosine using DNA methyltransferases. DNA

methylation occurs S5anmetrically on both strands ofDNA since the sequence

complementary to 5’-CpG-3’ is also 5’-CpG-3’. This allows DNA methylation patterns to

be maintained and inherited by daughter cells. During replication, each daughter cell

receives one methylated strand ofDNA, generating 5’-CpG-3’ sites that are hemi-

methylated. These sites are the preferred substrate for maintenance DNA

methyltransferases such as Dmnt- 1 that rapidly methylate the other strand to regenerate

fully methylated sites, thus passing the methylation pattern of the parent cell to the

daughter cells (1). Both de novo and maintenance DNA methylation are observed in vivo

and are thought to be carried out by different methyltransferases (112).

In many invertebrate eukaryotes, DNA methylation is absent, indicating that it

does not have a universal function in eukaryotic cells (19). However, DNA methylation is

retained in vertebrate eukaryotes, suggesting that it has retained or acquired a function in

vertebrate genomes. For those lower eukaryotes that have DNA methylation, the

methylation is confined to a “compartment” which is composed primarily of repetitive

elements and does not contain endogenous genes (20, 169). In contrast, DNA methylation

in vertebrates is distributed at low levels across the entire genome. This low level of

methylation reflects the relative scarcity ofCpG dinucleotides in vertebrate genomes

(only ~25% of the expected level based on base composition) rather than the efficiency of
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CpG methylation since 70% of CpGs are methylated in mammals (17). Interestingly,

extremely GC rich regions known as CpG islands are almost always unmethylated (15)

(the exception being the CpG islands associated with the inactive alleles of X-linked

housekeeping genes (166)). That DNA methylation is neeessary in mammals is

demonstrated by the fact that homozygous knockout of dmnt-1, which is thought to be

the primary maintenance methyltransferase in mammals, is embryonic lethal in mice

(112). The presence of residual methylation in this mutant strongly indicates the presence

of de novo methyltransferases, some ofwhich have been recently identified (149). The

cost ofDNA methylation in mammals is high; despite the relative scarcity of CpGs in

mammalian genomes, more than on third of all mutations leading to human disease are

due to CpG to TpG transitions (85). These transition mutations are the product of

oxidative deamination of the methylcytosine in CpGs to thymidine and are thought to be

the reason for the relative scarcity of the 5’-CpG-3’ dinucleotide in methylated genomes

(16). With such a high price for DNA methylation, what are its functional benefits?

DNA methylation is thought to have three primary functions in mammals: as a

defense against parasitic DNA (17, 216), as a mechanism for chromatin condensation and

stabilization (86, 89, 109, 143, 144), and for transcriptional repression of endogenous

genes (49, 86, 143, 189). Defense against foreign DNA is thought to be the ancestral

function ofDNA methylation (17, 216) and may be related to RIP (Repeat Induced Point

mutation) in Neurospora (177, 178) and MIP (Methylation Induced Premeiotically) in

Ascobolus (63). Unlike prokaryotes, which couple methylation of their own DNA with

restriction endonucleases that attack unmethylated parasitic DNA, in eukaryotes, DNA

methylation occurs in the foreign DNA, resulting in its transcriptional repression and
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assembly into heterochromatin. Evidence for this ancestral function is seen in lower

eukaryotes that retain DNA methylation. In these eukaryotes, DNA methylation is almost

exclusively restricted to regions lacking host genes and instead is confined to specific

repeat regions that are thought to be of viral origin (17). This silencing of parasitic

retroviral and transposable genomes is vital to the survival ofmammals since more than

35% of mammalian genomes consist of these elements and almost 90% ofDNA

methylation occurs in these repetitive sequences (216). That DNA methylation is capable

of inactivating parasitic sequences has been clearly demonstrated in vitro (69, 96, 199).

Significant evidence exists for the importance of this ancestral function ofDNA

methylation. Treatment of chicken cells with demethylating agents results in the

reactivation of quiescent provirus in the genome (66). Similarly, knockout of the dirmt-l

gene in mice results in reactivation of proviral genomes, contributing to the embryonic

lethality observed (203). Conversely, injection of retroviral provirus into mice results in

the methylation and transcriptional repression of the provirus (81). Likewise, introduction

of transgenes into both humans and mice results in methylation and transcriptional

repression of the introduced DNA, a significant problem in gene therapy (73).

From this ancestral function, the role ofDNA methylation appears to have

expanded to include modulations of normal functions within the cell. One of these new

functions appear to be heterochromatization and stabilization of the eukaryotic genome

(86, 89, 109, 143, 144). DNA methylation is distributed throughout the mammalian

genome but is significantly enriched in heterochromatic regions (109). That methylation

may be involved in the formation of heterochromatin has been suggested by various

studies. Methyl-cytosine is found primarily in the nuclease resistant fraction of chromatin
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as assayed by DNA solubilization by MNase (184) suggesting preferential assembly of

methylated DNA into nucleosomal arrays. That this association with heterochromatin is a

property ofDNA methylation is suggested by experiments done by Keshet et al. (91).

When in vitro methylated constructs are integrated into the genome, they adopt DNase I

insensitive conformations whereas unmethylated constructs consistently adopt DNase I

sensitive conformations. Conversely, SaCdr-induced DNA demethylation is associated

with chromatin opening, as assayed by endonuclease sensitivity, well before transcription

initiates (119, 174). Furthermore, Davey et al. have recently shown direct evidence that

methylation can affect nucleosomal positioning (45), a finding predicted by previous

examination of the helical distortion generated by 5’-CpG-3’ methylation (196). A direct

link between DNA methylation and chromatin structure has been recently identified. Nan

et al. (143) and Jones et al. (86) have demonstrated that the methylated DNA binding

protein MECP2 recruits histone deacetylase complexes via interactions with Sin3. Since

histone deacetylation is thought to increase the affinity of the histone lysine tails for

DNA, thereby increasing the binding affinity of the nucleosome for DNA, it is thought to

reduce the accessibility to that DNA. However, histone acetylation cannot completely

account for the reduced accessibility to methylated sites in DNA. Antequera et al. have

shown that Msp I and Tth I, two methylation insensitive endonucleases, are preferentially

blocked from cutting at methylated sites but not at non-methylated sites in nuclei. This

resistance is not observed at adjacent endonuclease sites lacking 5’-CpG-3’ dinucleotides

(2).

The “packaging” ofDNA into a relatively inaccessible chromatin conformation

by methylation is postulated to serve three purposes. First, it is thought to reduce the
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effective complexity of the genome, making it easier for transcription factors to find their

appropriate targets (12, 15). This is important in large genomes since the density of

consensus transcription factor binding sites in bulk chromatin is estimated to be

approximately 14 per lOObp (164). It is also thought to act to repress low-level

inappropriate initiation at cryptic promoters (18). Finally, it is thought to be involved in

stabilizing the genome, preventing erroneous recombination and rearrangment, especially

of repetitive elements (5, 60).

The other novel function postulated for DNA methylation is the specific

transcriptional repression of endogenous genes. In general, in mammals, an inverse

correlation exists between the methylation status of a promoter and its activity. However,

whether this methylation is the cause or result of transcriptional repression is still a matter

of controversy, especially with respect to the role of methylation in mammalian

development (202). The crux of the dispute is whether the waves ofDNA demethylation

and methylation observed in embryos are responsible for developmental regulation.

Walsh et al. have shown that the methylation status of various tissue specific genes is not

well correlated with expression in embryonic tissues (202). Furthermore, knockout of

dmnt-1 does not cause aberrant expression of tissue-specific genes even though these

genes are significantly hypomethylated. These knockout mice embryos also do not

exhibit teratology or incipient developmental abnormality, which should occur if the

developmental program is disrupted by reduced DNA methylation (1 12). Finally,

although the development programs ofmetazoans are well conserved, many do not

exhibit any DNA methylation at all (202). This would suggest that transcriptional

silencing associated with differentiation is not mediated by DNA methylation. Since the
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expression patterns ofmost genes are set during development and differentiation, DNA

methylation does not appear to be responsible for determining the expression pattern of

most genes.

Nevertheless, several lines of evidence suggest that DNA methylation,

particularly in the promoters of genes, can repress transcription. Transfection studies

have demonstrated that in vitro methylation of the promoter in various reporter constructs

results in transcriptional silencing (32, 33, 92, 185, 215). Likewise, introduction of 5-

methylcytosine triphoshpate into cells can deactivate many endogenous genes (74, 148).

Conversely, demethylating agents such as 5-aza-cytidine and 5-aza-deoxycytidine can

reactivate many genes in vivo, particularly in transformed cells (reviewed by Gartler and

Goldman (54)). These observations indicate that DNA methylation has an inherent

capacity to inhibit transcription.

Since DNA methylation does not appear to set the expression patterns ofmost

endogenous genes, but nevertheless has obvious repressive capacity, what is its function?

The special case ofX chromosome inactivation may provide insight into the role of

methylation in repression. In somatic cells, a particularly strong correlation exists

between DNA methylation in the promoter of X-linked housekeeping genes and their

transcriptional repression on the mammalian X chromosome (75, 120, 150, 160, 192,

1 94). However, the actual inactivation of these genes does not appear to require

methylation. For example, the X-linked Hprt gene in mice is inactivated well before it

becomes methylated (121). In addition, X inactivation in the female germline does not

involve differential methylation (47, 64, 125, 183) nor does imprinted X inactivation in
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extra-embryonic tissues (70). Furthermore, marsupial X inactivation which is paternally

imprinted does not appear to involve DNA methylation at all (88, 122).

While the actual onset ofX chromosome inactivation does not seem to require

methylation, the stability ofX chromosome inactivation appears to be dependent on

methylation. In the female germline, X inactivation is transient since both X

chromosomes must be reactivated during oogenesis. Similarly, X inactivation in

extraembryonic tissues is unstable and prone to reactivation in culture (137, 138).

Likewise, X inactivation in marsupials is quite leaky (42). In contrast, X inactivation in

the somatic cells ofmammals is extremely stable. It is therefore likely that in X

chromosome inactivation, DNA methylation in mammals stabilizes and maintains the

inactive transcriptional state rather than establishes it (70). This maintenance function

may potentially be generalized to the entire genome and is consistent with the correlation

between promoter methylation and transcriptional repression in adult tissues despite the

poor correlation in embryonic tissues. Furthermore, while embryonic tissues fail to

correlate lack of expression with methylation at the promoter, in fact, the presence of

methylation at the promoter was positively correlated with repression (202).

In addition to this maintenance function, methylation does appear to have a direct

and integral role in imprinted gene expression. Not only do imprinted genes have clear

differential methylation of the paternal vs. maternal alleles (58, 60), but the loss of these

methylation imprints during gametogenesis appears to be correlated with bi-allelic

expression (181, 186). Furthermore, hypomethylation of imprinted genes arising from

dmnt-1 homozygous null mutations in mice results in inappropriate expression of

imprinted genes, particularly IgfZ, Igf, hl9 (1 1 1) and Xist (6). These observations
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strongly suggest that methylation plays a crucial role in the marking of the parent of

origin in imprinted genes as well as contributing to the transcriptional silencing of the

imprinted allele.

While DNA methylation may alter chromatin structure in general, the correlation

between transcriptional repression and DNA methylation is largely limited to methylation

in the promoter. In fact, methylation in the body of genes is sometimes associated with

transcription rather than repression (70, 181). Within the promoter, significant evidence

suggests that methylation of the region immediately adjacent to the transcription

initiation site(s) is particularly important for transcriptional repression. In particular,

Pfeifer et al. showed that a cluster of five 5’-CpG-3’ dinucleotides centered around the

transcription initiation site ofhuman PGK-1 was consistently methylated in all partially

demethylated clonal lines which failed to express PGK-1 in a human/hamster hybrid.

Furthermore, this was the only cluster ofmore than two 5’-CpG-3’s which was

consistently methylated in all non-reactivated clones (159). Similarly, Levine et al.

demonstrated that insertion of a methylated oligomer at sites flanking the SV40 promoter

results in significantly greater repression of transcription than insertion at a downstream

site (108). Likewise, Tommasi et al. showed that the only fully methylated 5’-CpG-3’ site

in the heterogeneously methylated inactive mouse Pgk-1 promoter lies immediately

downstream of the transcription initiation site (192). Park and Chapman make similar

observations in the inactive mouse Hprt allele, where they show that the highest level of

methylation of the promoter on the inactive allele in various cell lines coincides with the

transcription initiation sites (150). Finally, Hata and Sakaki identify four 5’-CpG-3’ sites

immediately downstream of the transcription initiation site ofLINE elements whose
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methylation appear to be both necessary and sufficient for transcriptional inhibition in

vivo and in vitro (69).

Despite the abundant evidence that methylation at the promoter represses

transcription, the exact mechanisms of this repression remain elusive. Even the issue of

whether transcription is inhibited by methylation at specific critical sites, or by the overall

density of methylation at the promoter, is unclear. Evidence in favor of both models

exists. In favor of the methylation density model, transcription at the Rous Sarcoma virus

(RSV) promoter (72, 78) and the a-collagen promoter (165) appear to be an inverse

function of the density of methylation in transfection assays. Furthermore, an inverse

correlation is observed between the level of methylation at the normally unmethylated

pl5(INK4B) CpG island and its expression in primary acute leukemia (35). Also, the

HIV LTR is more rapidly silenced in transient transfection assays when it is densely

methylated than when sparsely methylated (67). Interestingly, Boyes and Bird have

demonstrated that low-density methylation can silence weak promoters but not strong

promoters; dense methylation, however, can silence both weak and strong promoters

(24). In general, these observations suggest that the mechanism of repression by a

“threshold” of methylation density acts via indirect mechanisms, possibly via methylated

DNA binding proteins such as MECPl and MECP2(14, 24).

Contrary to this view, data also exist supporting a role of critical sites of

methylation within the promoter of genes. Specifically, the importance of methylation

adjacent to the transcription initiation sites of genes suggests that the effects of

methylation at different sites or regions of the promoter are non-equivalent. Particularly,

both Hata and Sakaki and Levine et al. demonstrate that the exact position of methylation
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within the promoter drastieally affects is ability to repress transcription (69, 108).

Furthermore, the methylation of a single 5’-CpG-3’ in the downstream enhancer of the

mouse lysozyme gene is sufficient to abolish both its in vitro and in vivo expression (94).

Similarly, the testis-specific rat H2B promoter contains a factor binding site which has

been shown to be methylation sensitive in vitro and whose methylation represses H2B

transcription in vivo (37). Overall, these observations are consistent with methylation

acting by direct inhibition of transcription factor binding.

These disparate observations have led to the three distinct models ofhow

methylation mediates transcriptional repression. The first model suggests that the primary

function ofDNA methylation is to directly inhibit the binding of transcription factors to

the promoter. This model is based on the fact that several transcription factors have been

found which are sensitive to DNA methylation at their cognate binding sites and will not

bind methylated DNA efficiently in vitro (reviewed by Tate and Bird (189)). It is also

consistent with the finding that methylation at specific transcription factor binding sites in

some promoters completely inhibits transcription in vivo (94). A caveat to this model is

the fact that many transcription factors are insensitive to DNA methylation of their

binding sites (189). Furthermore, at high template concentrations, in vitro transcription

does not appear to be impaired in some methylated promoters yet these same promoters

are unable to support transcription when stably integrated into DNA (23). Interestingly,

Buschhausen et al. have shown that repression of thymidine kinase expression on a

methylated reporter construct in transient transfection assays is delayed and requires the

formation of chromatin (32). These findings suggest that direct inhibition of transcription
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factor binding by DNA methylation cannot alone account for the observed methylation-

mediated repression of transcription.

To account for this discrepancy, an alternative indirect model of transcriptional

repression has been proposed. This model suggests that DNA methylation at transcription

factor binding sites makes them suitable substrates for binding by methylated DNA

binding proteins, such as MeCPl (24). Displacement of the transcription factors by high

affinity binding of methylated DNA binding proteins would reduce the effeetive

occupancy of these binding sites by the transcription factors, thus inhibiting transcription.

This hypothesis is supported by the observation that methylation can repress transcription

of some promoters at low but not high template concentrations in vitro, suggesting that

inhibition is mediated by a soluble factor that can be titrated out by exeess substrate.

Furthermore, this inhibition can be overeome by adding methylated competitor DNA,

suggesting that the inhibitor interacts with methylated DNA (23). This binding by

methylated DNA binding proteins might also account for the relative insensitivity of

methylated CpG sites in chromatin to MspI while adjacent endonuelease sites are

unaffeeted in nuclei (2).

However, mere displaeement of transcription factors by methylated DNA binding

proteins cannot account for the requirement for ehromatin formation observed by

Buschhausen et al. (32). Furthermore, DNA methylation outside transcription factor

binding sites appears to also affect transcription. This has led to the hypothesis that DNA

methylation affeets chromatin structure, a suggestion supported by the recent finding that

a number of the methylated DNA binding proteins form complexes with histone

deacetylases (86, 143, 145, 146). Based on these findings, it is thought that DNA
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methylation acts by recruiting histone deaeetylase to methylated chromatin, resulting in

local histone deacetylation whieh inereases the affinity of the nueleosome for DNA and

thus reduees its aeeessibility in solution. This reduced accessibility hinders transcription

factor binding and silences transcription.

Chromatin Structure

Differential chromatin structure and accessibility, partieularly at the promoter,

have long been recognized as charaeteristics that distinguish aetive versus inactive genes.

Active genes are in general more accessible to regulatory faetors than inaetive genes as

assayed by nuclease sensitivity. This enhaneed general sensitivity of active chromatin to

nucleases sueh as DNase I is thought to refleet a more relaxed chromatin structure in

active genes that provides transeription factors greater aeeess to their cognate binding site

in DNA. Histone hyperaeetylation and chromatin remodeling eomplexes sueh as

SWI/SNF are thought to play an integral role in creating and maintaining this differential

accessibility (87, 100, 21 1). The promoters of active genes often exhibit marked DNase I

hypersensitivity as well, particularly in the vicinity of transcription factor binding sites.

This hypersensitivity is postulated to be due to ehanges in the chromatin architecture of

the promoter and may represent nucleosomal displaeement (98, 214), stretches of single

stranded DNA, torsionally stressed DNA, or other distortions in chromatin structure

arising from faetor binding (100).

The nueleosomal organization of the promoter is an integral eomponent of

chromatin structure and how it modulates transcription. The nueleosome is the basic

subunit of chromatin structure and is the immediate target ofmany of the mechanisms
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that modify chromatin structure, including histone hyperacetylation and chromatin

remodeling complexes. It consists of a nucleosomal core made up of a histone octamer

around which 146 bp ofDNA wraps 1.7 times and a spacer region of variable length. The

basic function of the nucleosome is thought to be repressive since in vitro nucleosomal

assembly ofDNA templates drastically reduces its capacity to support basal transcription

(154, 155). Both direct steric hindrance of transcription complex binding by histone/DNA

interactions (59, 79) and the inability of the basal transcription complex to displace

nucleosomes appear to play a role in this inhibition since basal transcription is inhibited

whether the transcription initiation sites lie within the nucleosome or in the spacer (154).

The translational position ofnucleosomes on a DNA template (i.e. the linear

position of the nucleosome relative to the DNA sequence (179)) affects the accessibility

of various transcription factors as well as the basal transcriptional complex. Whether a

transcription factor binding site is incorporated into the nucleosomal core or is exposed in

the linker region between nucleosomes can dramatically affect its accessibility in vitro.

The inhibitory effect of incorporating a transcription factor binding site into a

nucleosomal core can vary widely among transcription factors. The glucocorticoid

receptor (GR), the progesterone receptor (PR), the thyroid hormone receptor (TR) and

Fos/Jun show only slightly reduced affinities while Gal4, c-Myc, heat shock factor, SPl

and TFIIIA exhibit at least one order ofmagnitude reduction in binding affinity and NF-1

and TBP show at least 2 orders ofmagnitude reduction in binding affinity (22, 1 16).

Furthermore, within a nucleosome, the translational position of transcription factor

binding sites relative to the dyad axis has been shown to affect the affinities of factors

such as the glucocorticoid receptor (115), Spl (110) and suGFl(22).
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The rotational orientation of the DNA helix as it winds around a nucleosomal core

also affects its accessibility to transcription factors (116). For instance, the rotational

orientation of the TATA box within a nucleosome strongly affects the binding of TBP.

Similarly, rotating a glucocorticoid receptor binding site 180° so that its major groove

faces the histone octamer drastically reduces its ability to bind the glucocorticoid receptor

in reconstituted nucleosomes (1 14). Likewise, altering the rotational orientation of the

thyroid response element (TRE) relative to the DNA helical axis within a nucleosome

significantly reduces both the ability of a thyroid receptor/ retinoic acid receptor

heterodimer (TR/RXR) to bind and activate transcription in vitro (210). These findings

suggest that both the translational position and rotational orientation of transcription

factor binding sites can significantly affect their accessibility in the context of

nucleosomal arrays.

In addition to their repressive effects on transcription, nucleosomal positioning

and orientation are thought to be involved in modulating transcriptional activation. In

particular, nucleosome positioning is thought to mediate the cooperative binding of some

transcription factors, allowing for rapid and robust induction. For instance, while Gal4

binding affinity is reduced in nucleosomal templates, cooperative binding is observed for

multiple Gal4 sites in reconstituted chromatin but not in naked DNA (190, 201). Similar

cooperativity between a weak and a strong binding site in the PH05 promoter in yeast

has also been suggested forpho4 (200). In the same vein, the nucleosomal organization

of chromatin is thought to set up a sequential hierarchy of transcription factor binding,

with those factors that can bind to their cognate sites in nucleosomes binding first and

remodeling the nucleosome so other factors can subsequently bind and active
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transcription (190). For instance, binding ofNFl and OCT is facilitated by GR binding at

the MMTV promoter on ehromatin templates although these faetors bind independently

on naked DNA (101). Likewise, Gal4A^P16 has been shown to facilitate TBP binding

and transcription complex formation on nucleosomal templates (154). Both cooperative

binding and hierarehical facilitated binding are thought to be mediated by recruitment of

histone acetyltransferase or ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes(l 16)

Precisely positioned nucleosomes are also thought to alter the spatial relationship

among promoter elements, affecting both their proximity and orientation. Translationally

positioned nucleosomes are thought to mediate the juxtaposition of distant promoter

elements located within adjacent nucleosomal cores or linkers in the hsp26 promoter

(124), the vitellogenin B1 promoter (175), and the pS2 promoter (179), allowing

interactions which are not possible on naked DNA. Alternatively, the curvature of the

DNA along the nucleosomal surface is though to allow otherwise unfavorable binding of

multiple transcription factors in close proximity for both the MMTV promoter (198) and

the serum albumin enchaneer (132). Together, these studies strongly suggest that

examination of the nucleosomal organization of endogenous promoters is vital to the

understanding of their transeriptional regulation.



CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Lines

Two cell lines, 8121 and 4.12, described previously (77), were used for

methylation analysis and nucleosome positioning analysis of the of the active and

inactive human HPRT promoter. An additional cell line, X8-6T2 was used in both 5aCdr

and TSA reaetivation studies. 8121 and X8-6T2 are human/hamster hybrids eaeh

containing a single inactive human X chromosome, whereas 4.12 is a human/hamster

hybrid containing a single active human X ehromosome. 4.12 cells were grown in

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (D-MEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine

serum, 1% penicillin-streptomyein, and IX HAT (hypoxanthine/ aminopterin/ thymidine;

Gibco/BRL) supplement. 8121 and X8-6T2 cells were maintained in D-MEM

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, and 1X6-

thioguanine (2-amino-6-mercaptopurine; Sigma). All cells were maintained in culture at

37° C in 5% CO2 .

5-aza-deoxycytidine (SaCdr) Treatment and Isolation of Single Cell-Derived Clones

8121 cells were switched to medium lacking 6-thioguanine, grown to

approximately 80% confluence in T-75 culture flasks, and then treated for 24-48 h with

20ml ofD-MEM containing 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 0.5 - 2.0 pg/ml

SaCdr. The cells were then washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), trypsinized.

28
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counted by hemacytometer and serially diluted. Cells were plated at a density of 1 0 to

10 cells/dish in medium without HAT or 6-thioguanine (non-selective medium), or 10

to 10^ cells/plate in HAT-supplemented medium in 150mm plates. After 2-4 weeks,

well-isolated single-cell-derived colonies were cloned with cloning rings and individually

expanded in 24 well plates, then in individual T-25 culture flasks. Sixty-two clones

isolated from 5aCdr-treated cells grown without selection and 4 clones isolated from

5aCdr-treated cells grown under HAT-selection were expanded into T-75 flasks for

further analysis.

5-aza-deoxycytidine Reactivation Studies

Each cell line was grown to 80% confluence in D-MEM with 10% FBS and

25pg/ml gentamycin in T-75 flasks and then treated with l.Opg/ml 5aCdr for 24 hours.

The cells were allowed to recover for 24 hrs. in medium without 5aCdr, then trypsinized,

counted by haemocytometer, plated in duplicate at a density of 20,000 cells/plate in HAT

medium as well as 1,000 cells/plate in non-selective medium (to normalize for plating

efficiency), and incubated undisturbed for 10 days at 37° C in 5% CO2 . Single cell-

derived colonies in each dish were stained with Coomassie Blue for 5 minutes and

counted. The 5aCdr-induced reactivation frequency for each cell line was normalized for

plating efficiency by calculating: [(average # of colonies in each HAT-selected

dish)/ {(average # of colonies on each non-selected dish) x 20}]. Since the reactivation

frequency of X8-6T2 is so high, additional dilutions of 2,000 cells/plate in HAT medium

and non-selective medium was used to determine reactivation frequency.
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Trichostatin A (TSA) Treatment of Cells

Each cell line was grown to 50% confluence in D-MEM with 10% FBS and 1%

penicillin/streptomycin and then switched to the same medium supplemented with

300ng/ml TSA. Cells were lysed and RNA was isolated (as described below) after 0, 12,

24, and 48 hours of trichostatin A treatment.

Genomic DNA Preparation

Cells grown to monolayers in T-75s were washed once with PBS and then lysed

overnight in 5 ml DNA lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris [pH 8.0], 25 mM EDTA,

0.5% SDS, 300 pg/ml proteinase K). The lysate was then extracted by gently rocking

once with Tris-equilibrated phenol [pH 7.0] for 2 h, once with phenohchloroform

(50:50) for 2 h and once with chloroform for 30 min. The 5 ml aqueous phase was then

treated with 5 pi of 10 mg/ml RNase cocktail (RNase A [500 U/ml], RNase T1 [2000

U/ml]; Ambion) for 1 h at 37 °C and then extracted once with phenohchloroform for 2 h

and once with chloroform for 30 min. The genomic DNA was precipitated with Vi

volume 7.5M ammonium acetate, and l-Vi volumes 100% ethanol and then spooled out

and transferred to a microcentrifuge tube. The DNA was then washed twice with 1 ml of

75% ethanol, air-dried for 30 minutes, and then resuspended in TE (10 mM Tris [pH 8.0],

ImM EDTA [pH 8.0]) at approximately Ipg/pl (200 pL) and stored at 4 °C. Note: For

isolation of genomic DNA which is partially cleaved (i.e. DNase I treatment or MNase

treatment), instead of spooling, DNA was precipitated at by centrifugation at 7000g for 1

hr in a Sorval S21 or at 4500 rpm in a tabletop centrifuge for 2 hrs at 4° C. The pellet was

then resuspended in 200 pi ofTE [pH 8.0], transferred to a microcentrifuge tube and re-
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precipitated with lOOul of 7.5M-ammonium acetate and 800pl of 100% ethanol. The

pellet was then washed twice with 75% ethanol and resuspended in TE [pH 8.0] at

Ipg/pl.

RNA Preparation

RNA was prepared using the Trizol reagent (Gibco/BRL) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells were grown to confluency in T-75 flasks and

the media was removed (Note: washing the cells with PBS is not recommended). 8 ml of

Trizol reagent were added to each flask and the cell lysate was homogenized by pipetting

up and down several times. The cell lysate was transferred to a 15 ml conical tube and

incubated at room temperature for 5 min. Then 1.6 ml of chloroform was added and the

tube was shaken vigorously for 1 5 s and incubated at room temperature for 3 min. The

sample was then centrifuged at 4000 rpm in a tabletop centrifuge for 15 min at 4° C. The

colorless upper aqueous layer was transferred to a new 15 ml conical tube and 4 ml of

isopropanol was added and mixed by inversion. The sample was incubated for 1 0 min at

room temperature and then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 30 min at 4 °C in a tabletop

centrifuge. The RNA pellet was washed once with 8 ml of 75% ethanol, air dried for

30min - 1 h and resuspended in 100 pi of diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC) -treated dH20.

RNA concentration was determined by spectrophotometry, adjusted to 1 pg/pl in DEPC-

treated H2O, and the RNA was stored at -20 °C. The approximate total RNA yield was

200-300pg. Note: This procedure can be scaled down to one-third volume for use with

cells grown in T-25s.
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Detection oiHPRTmRNA by Reverse Transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR)

The presence ofHPRTmRNA was assayed using a protocol modified from

Sasaki et al. (174). Briefly, 1 pg of total RNA in 6 pi of DEPC-treated H2O was

denatured for 5 min at 95° C and then placed on ice for 2 min. The reverse transcription

(RT) reaction was then performed in a final volume of20 pi containing lOU of Rnasin

(Promega), 7.5 pM random hexamers, 1 mM dNTPs (ImM each of dGTP, dATP, dTTP,

dCTP), 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 50 mM Tris (pH 8.3), 75 mM KCl, 3mM MgCl2 ,

and 200U ofMLV reverse transcriptase (Promega). The RT reaction was performed by

incubating for 10 min at room temperature and then 1 hr at 37° C. PCR amplification

was performed on 10 pi of the RT products in a final volume of 100 pi containing 0.2

mM dNTPs, 1.75 mM MgCl, 60 pmol each of the /fPRJ'-specific primers HPRTl (5’-

TCCTCCTGAGCAGTCAGC-3’) and HPRT3 (5’-GGCGATGTCAATAGGACTC-3’),

7.5 pmol each of the human MIC2 gene (/?M/C2)-specific primers XMIC2 (5’-

ACCCAGTGCTGGGGATGACTTT-3’) and XMIC2R

(CTCTCCATGTCCACCTCCCCT-3’) in IX PCR buffer (20 mM Tris [pH8.4], 50 mM

KCl) using lOU ofTaq polymerase (Gibco/BRL). The PCR cycling conditions were: 2

min. at 94 °C; 30 cycles of 1 min at 94 °C, 30 s at 59 °C, and 90 s at 70 °C; 4 min at 72

°C; hold at 4 °C. 10 pi of the PCR reaction was loaded onto a 1% agarose gel, run at

1OOV for 2 h, stained in ethidium bromide, and visualized by UV fluorescence.

Hydrazine Treatment ofDNA for Methylation Analysis

Analysis of the methylation status of each CpG dinucleotide within the 5' region

of the HPRT gene was accomplished using the cytosine-specific Maxam-Gilbert genomic
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sequencing reaction (130) followed by gene-specific amplification using ligation-

mediated PCR (LMPCR; (76)). 75 pg ofgenomic DNA was treated with 60% hydrazine

in 1.5 M NaCl for 10 min at 20 °C in a 50 pi volume. The reaction was stopped with

200 pi of hydrazine stop solution (0.3 M sodium acetate [pH 7.5], 0.1 mM EDTA

[pH8.0]) and then precipitated with 750 pi ofprecooled 100% ethanol in a dry ice bath

for 20 min. The hydrazine-treated DNA was pelleted at 1 2,000g for 20 min at room

temperature. The pellet was resuspended in 225 ofdH20 , re-precipitated with 25 pi 3M

sodium acetate [pH 5.2], washed briefly with 75% ethanol and dried under vacuum. The

sample was resuspended in 90 pi ofH2O, and transferred to a screw cap tube. Then 10 pi

of piperidine was added and piperidine cleavage was performed at 95 °C for 30 min.

Then 1 ml ofH2O was added and the sample was allowed to dry overnight under vacuum

to remove the piperidine. The resulting chemically cleaved DNA was resuspended at a

final concentration of 1 pg/pl in H2O. Fragments representing cleavages at unmethylated

cytosines within the HPRT promoter were amplified by LMPCR.

In Vivo DNase I Treatment of Cells for DNase I In Vivo Footprinting

Cells are grown to confluency in T-75 culture flasks. They are washed once with

PBS, once with 15 ml of Solution A (150mM sucrose, 80mM KCl, 35mM HEPES [pH

7.4], 5mM K2HPO4 , 5mM MgCl2 , 0.5mM CaCl2), and once with 15 ml of Solution B

(150mM sucrose, 80mM KCl, 35mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 5mM K2HPO4 ,
5mM MgCL,

2mM CaCy. Then 1 ml of Solution B containing 0.2% NP-40 and O-lOOug ofDNase I

(Worthington) (resuspended in 10 mM Tris [pH 7.4] at 1mg/ml. Note: DNase I is

exquisitely sensitive to shearing. Resuspend gently.) was added to the monolayer, gently
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distributed by tilting and incubated at 37 °C for 2 min. DNase I digestion was stopped by

adding 4 ml of lysis buffer (see above) and the mixture was then incubated overnight at

room temperature. DNA was then isolated by the standard extraction and precipitation

techniques described above.

In Vitro DNase I Treatment of Naked DNA

50 pg of genomic DNA was digested to completion with EcoRI (3 fold excess of

enzyme for 4 h) for each concentration point. The digested DNA was phenol/chloroform

extracted, precipitated and then resuspended in 100 pi ofdH20 and 200 pi Solution B.

DNase I was added to a final concentration of 0.0125 - 0.05 pg/ml (2 fold serial

dilutions) and incubated for 2 min are room temperature. The reaction was stopped by

adding 12 pi of 0.5 M EDTA [pH 8.0] and 3 pi of20% SDS. The DNA was

phenol/chloroform extracted, precipitated, and resuspended in TE [pH 8.0].

LMPCR Amplification

LMPCR amplification was performed essentially as described by Homstra and

Yang (75) except that the PCR step was carried out using Taq polymerase (77) instead of

Vent polymerase. For methylation analysis of the HPRT promoter, 2 pg of hydrazine-

treated DNA was amplified using the E and M LMPCR primer sets as described

previously (77). The E primer set was used to examine upper strand methylation, while

the M primer set, was used to examine the lower strand. These two primer sets cover the

region from approximately positions -235 to -10 relative to the translation start site on

both strands and include the entire minimal promoter (168).
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DNase I in vivo footprinting analysis of the upper strand of the HPRT promoter

was carried out using the C, E, and J primer sets, described previously (77) (75). Analysis

of the lower strand was performed with the A, CA, CB and I primer sets. The region

examined extends from approximately -350 to +200 relative to the translation start site of

HPRT on both strands. The sequence and strand examined by each primer and the

relative position and region examined by each primer set is shown in Figure 1-1.

LMPCR was performed as follows. 2-3 pg of cleaved DNA was mixed with

O.bpmol of the extension primer in a total volume of 15 pi in IX Vent buffer (40 mM

NaCl, 10 mM Tris [pH 8.9]). The mixture was denatured at 96° C for 10 min, annealed at

45° C for 30 min., and then cooled to 4° C. Primer extension was performed in 40 mM

NaCl, 10 mM Tris [pH 8.9], 3 mM MgS04, 0.25 mM 7-deaza-dGTP-deoxynucleotide

mix (0.25 mM dATP, 0.25 mM dCTP, 0.25 mM dTTP, 0.1875 mM 7-deaza-dGTP,

0.0625 mM dGTP), and 2U ofVent DNA polymerase in a total volume of 30 pi. For

primer extension, this mixture was heated to 53 °C for 1 min, 55 °C for 1 min, 57 °C for

1 min, 60 °C for 1 min, 62 °C for 1 min, 66 °C for 1 min, 68 °C for 3 min, and 76 °C for

3 min. The samples were then cooled to 4 °C.

Ligation was performed by adding 15 pi of dilution mix (2.2 pi IM Tris-Cl [pH

7.5], 7.2 pi 50 mM MgCh, 1 pi 1 M DTT, 0.25 pi BSA (lOmg/ml), 9.35 pi dH20) and

20pl of ligation mix (5 pi 50 mM MgCb, 0.5 pi 1 M DTT, 0.75 pi 100 mM ATP, 0.125

pi BSA (10 mg/ml), 5 pi of 20 pM double stranded linker primer (ds LP), 0.9 pi T4 DNA

ligase (5U/ml), 12.725 pi dH20). The ligation reaction was incubated overnight at 17° C.

The samples were subsequently extracted once with equal volume phenohchloroform

(50:50), once with chloroform and then precipitated with V^ volume 7.5M ammonium
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Primer Set Strand Designation Sequence

C Upper
Cl 5 ’ -AGGCGGAGGCGCAGCAA-3 ’

C2 5’-GGGAAAGCCGAGAGGTTCGCCTGA-3 ’

E Upper
El 5’-AGCTGCTCACCACGACG-3’
E2 5’-CCAGGGCTGCGGG TCGCCATAA-3’

J Upper
J1 5’-CGCCATTTCCACCTTCTCTT-3’
J2 5’-TTCCCACACGCAGTCCTCTTTTCCCA-3 ’

A Lower
A1 5’-AATGGAAGCCACAGGTAGTG-3 ’

A2 5’-AGGTCTTGGGAATGGGACGTCTGGT

M Lower
Ml 5 ’-GAATAGGAGACTGAGTTGGG-3 ’

M2 5 ’-GGAGCCTCGGCTTCTTCTGGGAGAA-3 ’

CA Lower
CAl 5’-CCTAGTGAGCCTGCAAACTG-3 ’

CA2 5’-AAACTGGTAGGCGCCGGCGTAGG-3 ’

CB Lower
CBl 5’-GGGCCTGCTTCTCCTCAG-3 ’

CB2 5’-TGCTTCTCCTCAGCTTCAGGCGGCT-3 ’

I Lower
11 5’-TTGCTGCGCCTCCGCCTC-3 ’

12 5’-CGGCTTCCTCCTCCTGAGCAGTCA-3 ’

CA

CB

I

ATG

C

J

^ m g

Figure 1-1 Sequence, Strand, and positions ofLMPCR primers used in the analysis

of the human HPRT promoter. The sequence and strand of the LMPCR primers sets

used to examine the high resolution methylation pattern and high resolution DNase I

cleavage pattern of the human HPRT promoter are listed in the table. The first primer of

each set is the extension primer and the second is the gene specific PCR primer. The
location of the PCR primers relative to the HPRT promoter region is schematically shown.

The long horizontal line represents the HPRT promoter region. The rectangle on the line

represents the first exon with the region of multiple transcription initiation sites shown as

gray. The small rectangles above and below the line indicate the location of the PCR
primer of the specified primer set. The arrows extending from the rectangles indicate the

direction and region covered by each primer set. All numbers are relative to the translation

initiation site.
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acetate in 2 Vi volume 100% ethanol for 1 h and pelleted by centrifugation at maximum

speed in a microcentrifuge for 30 min. The pellets were washed once in 75% ethanol,

dried in a SpeedVac and resuspended in 20 pi ofH2O.

PCR amplification of ligated fragments was performed in 40 mM NaCl, 1 0 mM

Tris-Cl (pH 8.9), 1.75 mM MgCl, 0.25 mM 7-deaza-dGTP-deoxynucleotide mix, 20

pmol PCR primer, 20 pmol linker primer LP2, and 3U of Taq DNA polymerase in a total

volume of 100 pi. The cycling conditions for PCR amplification are as follows: 95° C for

3 min followed by 21 cycles of (95° C for 1 min, 64° C for 1 min, 76° C for 1 min +5 sec

per cycle), 76° C for 15 min, hold at 4° C. To ensure the complete extension ofPCR

products, 5 ml of a booster mix (IX Vent buffer, 1.75 mM MgCl, 5 mM dNTP, lU Taq

DNA polymerase) was added during the 76° C for 15 min step. The PCR products were

extracted once with equal volume phenol:chloroform (50:50), once with equal volume

chloroform and the precipitated with Vi volume 7.5M ammonium acetate and 2 V2 volume

100% ethanol for 1 h. The PCR products were pelleted at 13,200 rpm in a

microcentrifuge for 30 min, washed once with 500 pi of 75% ethanol, dried in a speedvac

and resuspended in 20 pi ofH2O.

5 pi of each PCR reaction was dried to completion, resuspended in 2 pi of

formamide loading dye and loaded onto a 5% denaturing 30 cm long ranger sequencing

gel which was run at 75 V for approximately 1 V2 hr. The gel was cooled for 10 min,

transferred to ashless Whatman IMM and electro-transferred for 30 min at 4° C onto

Hybond N+ nylon membrane. The blot was then dried for Ih at 80° C under vacuum to

cross-link the DNA to the membrane. The blot was then pre-hybridized for 1 5 min with

15-20 ml of hybridization solution (38) (0.25 M Na2HP04 [pH 7.2] with o-phosphoric
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acid, 7% SDS, 1% BSA (fraction V), ImM EDTA [pH 8.0]) at 65° C. The blot was then

hybridized in 4 ml of hybridization solution with a region specific single-stranded probe

(see below for synthesis) for 8-16 h at 65° C. After hybridization, the blot was rinsed

vigorously 3 times with 50-100 ml ofwash solution (38) (20mM Na2HP04 [pH 7.2 with

o-phosphoric acid], 1% SDS, ImM EDTA) and then washed with wash solution three

times for 15 min each at 65° C. The blot was then wrapped in Saran wrap and, depending

on signal strength as determined by Geiger counter, exposed to Kodak AR film for 2- 1 6h

with screens at -80 °C. The film was developed in a Kodak X-omat developer and the

signal intensity between samples was balanced by altering the amount of sample loaded.

For analysis purposes, the balanced samples were re-run on a 60cm sequencing gel.

To LMPCR amplify DNase I-treated samples, a modification known as extension

product capture (195) was employed. To use this modification, a 5’ biotinylated

extension primer was used during the extension step. After ligation, the ligated products

were mixed with an equal volume (75 pi) of 5 mg/ml streptavidin paramagnetic beads

(Promega) (prewashed 3 times and then resuspended at 5 mg/ml in binding buffer (lOmM

Tris-Cl [pH 7.7], ImM EDTA, 2M NaCl)) and incubated at room temperature for 15 min.

(Note: recent tests have shown that 75 pi of Img/ml streptavidin beads are sufficient.)

The beads were separated from the solution using magnetic stands and washed once with

75 pi of binding buffer. The unbiotinylated strand was eluted from the beads by

incubation in 40 pi of 0.1 5N NaOH for 10-20 min at 37° C. The supernatant containing

the eluted DNA was transferred to a new microcentrifuge tube and neutralized with 40 pi

of 0.15N HCl and 8 pi of IM Tris [pH 7.7]. 10 pg oftRNA was added to act as a carrier

and the DNA was then precipitated for 1 hour with 9 pi of3M sodium acetate [pH 5.2]
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and 250 |a,l of 100% Ethanol. The DNA was pelleted at 13,200 rpm in a microcentrifuge

for 30 min, washed once with 500 pi of75% ethanol and resuspended in 20 pi ofH2O.

PCR amplification was carried out as describe above but the number of cycles was

increased to 25 cycles.

Single-Stranded Probe Synthesis for LMPCR Analysis

Single-stranded hybridization probes for LMPCR analysis were synthesized

essentially as described by Homstra et al. (76). Probes were synthesized using Ml

3

single-stranded DNA templates containing a 1.8 kb EcoR I to BamH I fragment which

contains the entire human HPRT promoter. Both the sense and anti-sense single-stranded

templates were previously prepared by Ian Homstra using standard Ml 3 isolation

techniques (173). For the upper strand primers, the sense template was used and for the

lower strand primers, anti-sense template was used. To synthesize the single-stranded

probe, 3-5 pi of a IpM solution of the gene-specific LMPCR primer (Primer 2 of the

primer set) was mixed with 3 pi of a 0. 1pM solution of the appropriate single stranded

template and 2.5 pi of lOX React 2 (2 M NaCl, 500mM Tris [pH 8.0]; Gibco/BRL). The

mixture was denatured at 95° C for 5 min and annealed at 50° C for 15-30 min. The

mixture was then placed on ice and 1 pi of 1 00 mM DTT, 2pl of 1OOmM MgCl, and 2 pi

of a 3 mM dNTP mix containing 3 mM each of dATP, dGTP, and dTTP were added.

Then 10 pi ofRedivue [a-^^P] dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol, lOpCi/pl ;
Amersham/Pharmacia)

and 2U of Klenow were added at room temperature, mixed and incubated at 37° C for Ih.

Next, 35 pi of formamide loading dye was added and the probe was denatured for 10 min

at 95° C and quenched on ice. The probe was size-fractionated on a 6%, 1.5mm thick.
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preparative denaturing polyacrylamide gel (6% acrylamide, 40:1 acrylamide:

bisacrylamide) in IX TBE (100 mM Tris, 100 mM boric acid, 4 mM EDTA) for 15-20

min at 20W constant power. The gel was then exposed for 3 min to Type 57 Polaroid film

to determine the location of the single-stranded probe in the gel. The probe was cut out of

the gel, crushed in a 1 0 ml conical tube using a glass rod and resuspended in 4 ml of

hybridization solution at 65°C. This solution was used to probe the LMPCR blots.

In Vivo DNase I Treatment of Cells for DNase I General Sensitivity and
Hypersensitivity Analysis.

n

Cells were grown to confluency in a T-150s (approximately 3X10 cells per T-

150) and then washed with PBS, and trypsinized. The cells were then pelleted by

centrifugation at 500 G in a tabletop centrifuge and washed once with 25 ml ofPBS, once

with 25 ml of Solution A (150 mM sucrose, 80 mM KCl, 35 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 5

mM K2HPO4 , 5 mM MgCh, 0.5 mM CaCk) and resuspended in 1ml of Solution B (150

mM sucrose, 80 mM KCl, 35 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 5 mM K2HPO4 , 5 mM MgCk, 2

mM CaCh) per T-150. Then 500 pi of Solution B containing 0.4% NP-40 and 0 - 100 pg

ofDNase I (Img/ml; Worthington) at 10 pg increments was added to the 500 pi of cell

suspension in a 15 ml conical tube, mixed by pipetting and incubated for 2 min at 37° C.

The digestion was stopped with 4 ml of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris [pH8.0], 150 mM

NaCl, 25 mM EDTA [pH8.0], 0.5% SDS, 300pg/ml Proteinase K) and incubated

overnight at room temperature. DNA was subsequently isolated as described above and

resuspended at 1mg/ml in TE [pH 8.0].
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MNase Treatment of Cells In Vivo

Cells were grown to eonflueney in T-150 eulture flasks and 1 T-150

(approximately 3X10 eells) was used per MNase eoncentration point. Cells were

trypsinized, eombined in a 50 mL conical tube, and gently pelleted at ~500g in a tabletop

centrifuge. They were then washed gently once in 25 ml of Solution A (150 mM sucrose,

80 mM KCl, 35 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 5 mM K2HPO4 , 5 mM MgCb, 0.5 mM CaCb) and

once in 25 ml of Solution B (150 mM sucrose, 80 mM KCl, 35 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 5

mM K2HPO4 , 5 mM MgCb, 2 mM CaC^) and then resuspended at 500 pi per T-150

flask in Solution B. For each treatment, 500 pi of cells were combined with 500 pi of

Solution B +0.4% NP-40 (Sigma) and the appropriate amount ofMNase (resuspended at

20U/pl (Sigma)) at lOU (range 0-1 OOU) or 20U increments (range 0-200U; for more

complete digestion and visualization of lower molecular weight bands), mixed gently and

incubated at room temperature for 2 minutes. Digestion was stopped by the addition of 4

ml ofDNA lysis buffer (50 mM Tris [pH8.0], 150 mM NaCl, 25 mM EDTA [pH8.0],

0.5% SDS, 300pg/ml Proteinase K) and the mixture was incubated overnight at room

temperature. MNase-treated DNA was isolated as described above.

MNase treatment of Genomic DNA In Vitro

1 0 pg of genomic DNA was digested with Bel I per MNase concentration point. The

digested DNA was phenol/chloroform extracted, precipitated and resuspended in 100 pi

of Ex50 Buffer (10 mM HEPES [pH 7.6], 60 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgC^, 0.5 mM EGTA

[pH 8.0], 10% glycerol, 10 mM glycerol phosphate) + 5 mM CaCb. Two-fold serial

dilutions from 0-2U ofMNase (diluted from 20U/pl with Ex50 Buffer) were added and
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the reaction is allowed to incubate for 2 minutes at room temperature. The reaction was

stopped with 50 pi of stop solution (2.5% sarkosyl, 100 mM EDTA [pH 8.0]). The

treated DNA was then phenol/chloroform extracted, precipitated and resuspended in TE

[pH 8.0] at Ipg/pl.

Southern Blot Analysis of the HP/?T Promoter by Indirect End-labeling

Genomic DNA was completely digested with Bel I, size-fractionated on a 1 .4% agarose

gel at 60V for 12hrs in IX TAE, ethidium bromide stained and transferred to Hybond N+

by capillary transfer. Indirect end-labeling was achieved using a 400bp probe just

upstream of a Bel I restriction site in intron I ofHPRT(see Figure 4-1). This probe was

PCR-amplified from a plasmid containing a BamHI to Pst I restriction fragment from

intron 1 of the HPRT gene. This fragment contains a previously described single copy

region known as Probe A ( 1 1 7) in which the reference Bel I site is located. PCR

amplification of the 400 bp probe was carried out using the following primer set:

MnaseBcMOO (GTTTGGGGTGCGATGGTGAGG) and MnaseBcldownstream

(CAGAACGGTTGAGGAGGGAGGCCA). The PCR product was gel purified using the

Qiagen Gel Extraction kit as per manufacturer instructions and radiolabeled by random

priming using the Gibco/BRL Random Primer Labeling kit (see below). The blot was

prehybridized for at least 15 min with 20 ml ofhybridization solution (0.25 M Na2HP04

[pH 7.2] with o-phosphoric acid, 7% SDS, 1% BSA (fraction V), 1 mM EDTA [pH 8.0]))

and then hybridization was performed at 65° C overnight in 4 ml of hybridization

solution. The blot was washed at 65° C in wash solution (20 mM Na2HP04 [pH 7.2 with
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o-phosphoric acid], 1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA) and exposed to Kodak MR film 4-5 days

with BioMax MS intensifying screens at -80° C.

Probe Synthesis by Random Priming

Probe synthesis from double-stranded DNA templates by random priming was

performed as follows using the Gibco/BRL Random Primer Labeling Kit. Twenty-five

nanograms ofDNA template was brought up to a total volume of 23 pi with H2O,

denatured at 95° C for 5 min, and then placed immediately on ice. Then 15 pi ofRandom

Primer Mix (Gibco/BRL), 2 pi each of0.5mM dATP, dTTP, and dGTP, 5 pi ofRedivue

[a-^^P] dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol, lOpCi/pl
;
Amersham/Pharmacia) and 1 pi of Klenow

(lU/pl) were added on ice and mixed. The reaction was incubated for 1-2 hr at 37° C.

(Note: Longer incubations give higher specific activities but incubation over 4 h seems to

increase background). The probe was then loaded onto a Sephadex G-50 column and

spun at 3000 rpm in a tabletop centrifuge to remove unincorporated nucleotides. The

resulting solution was denatured for 5 min at 95° C and then placed immediately on ice.

This probe was then added to 4 ml of hybridization solution at the appropriate

temperature and added to the blot.

DNA Methylation of Plasmid Templates In Vitro

DNA methylation at CpG dinucleotides in vitro was performed using Hpa II,

Hhal, and SssI Methylases (New England Biolabs). Hpa II methylates the cytosine

residue of the CpG dinucleotide in the recognition sequence 5’-CCGG-3 whereas Hhal

methylates the cytosine of the CpG dinucleotide in the recognition sequence 5’-GCGC-
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3’. SssI methylates all CpG dinuceotides within a target sequence. The methylation

reaction was performed as follows: 5 p.1 of the appropriate lOX NEB buffer, 2.5 pi of 3.2

mM S-adenosylmethionine (SAM; diluted from a 32 mM stock), 5pl ofplasmid DNA

(Ipg/pl), 30 pi ofH2O, and 5 pi of the appropriate methylase(s) were mixed and

incubated for 1 hr at 37° C. Hpa II and Hha I both use the same lOX Hpa II methylase

Buffer (500mM Tris-HCI [pH 7.5], 100 mM EDTA, 50 mM 2-mercaptoethanol) whereas

Sssl methylase uses lOX NEBuffer 2 (500 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCI, 100 mM

MgC12, 100 mM DTT, pH 7.9 at 25°C).The stock enzyme concentrations for each

enzyme are as follows: 2U/pl for Sssl, 4U/pl for Hpall and 25U/pl for Hhal. When both

Hpall and Hhal were used, 2.5pl of each was added. The methylated DNA was then

phenol/chloroform extracted, precipitated and resuspended at lOOng/pl. It was

subsequently tested for complete methylation by digestion with Hpa II and Hha I.

Reconstitution of Nucleosomes onto the HPRT Promoter In Vitro

The DNA template used for in vitro reconstitution of chromatin was the pBS

HPRT 1.8Kb plasmid, which is a pBluescript-derived plasmid containing the 1.8 Kb

EcoRI to BamHI fragment that includes the entire HPRT promoter. This protocol was

acquired from Dr. Jorg Bungert and modified from the original protocol by Peter Becker

(7). Briefly, lOX MacNAP buffer was freshly made up as follows: 46pl ofH2O was

combined with 3 pi of IM MgCl2 , 10 pi of 100 mM DTT, 30 pi of IM creatine

phosphate, 10 pi of 300 mM ATP, and Ipl of creatine phosphokinase (1 mg/ml in 100

mM Imidazole). 7 pi of lOX MacNAP was mixed on ice with 6 pi of template DNA (100

ng/pl), 37 pi of Ex50 Buffer (10 mM HEPES [pH 7.6], 60 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCb, 0.5
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mM EGTA [pH 8.0], 10% glycerol, 10 mM glycerol phosphate) and 20 pi of Drosophila

extract for a total volume of 70 pi and then incubated at 26° C for 6 h. The reconstituted

chromatin was then digested with either MNase or DNase I as described below.

Assessment of Translational Phasing of Nucleosomes on In Vitro Reconstituted

Chromatin by MNase Digestion and Southern Analysis

The reconstituted chromatin (total volume= 70 pi; see above) was mixed with 100

pi of a pre-assembled MNase mix (94 pi Ex50 buffer, 5 pi 100 mM CaCl2 , 1 pi MNase

[50U/pl; Sigma]) and incubated at room temperature. At 0, 1, 2, and 5 minutes 40 pi of

this digestion mix was removed and mixed with 20 pi of stop solution (2.5% sarkosyl,

100 mM EDTA [pH 8.0]) to stop the reaction. To remove RNA and proteins, 1 pi of

RNase cocktail (Ambion), 8 pi of2% SDS and 5 pi of Proteinase K (resuspended at

1 Omg/ml; Gibco/BRL) were added to each time point and the mixtures were incubated at

37° C overnight. The digested DNA from each time point was then purified by equal

volume extractions with phenol, phenohchloroform and chloroform and precipitated with

1/10 volume NaCl and 2 Vi volumes 100% ethanol with Ipl of glycogen (10 mg/ml;

Boehringer Mannheim) as a carrier. The DNA from each time point (approximately

150ng) was then resuspended in 10 pi ofTE [pH 8.0]. To assess nucleosomal assembly

this DNA was size fractionated on a 1 .6% agarose gel and visualized by ethidium

bromide staining and UV fluorescence. Translational phasing ofnucleosomes was

assessed by southern analysis using indirect end-labeling as described below.

The purified DNA from each MNase digestion time point was digested to

completion with a 4-fold excess ofBamHI for 4 hr at 37° C. The digested DNA was size-
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fractionated on a 1.6% agarose gel at lOOV for 4 hrs. The DNA was then transferred to

Hybond N+ by capillary transfer and the blot was baked at 80° C for 1 hr.

The blot was prehybridized with 20 ml of hybridization solution and then

hybridized with an oligonucleotide radioactively phosphorylated with P, which was

synthesized as follows. Briefly 5 pmol of the oligonucleotide BamHINucl Probe, which

corresponds to the sequence immediately downstream of the downstream BamHI site in

the HPRT promoter, was mixed with 5 p.1 of 5X Forward Reaction Buffer (Gibco/BRL)

and brought up to 22.5 pi. Then 2.5 pi of [y-^^P] ATP (10 pC/ul, 3000 Ci/mmol) and 1 pi

ofT4 Polynucleotide Kinase (Gibco/BRL) was added, mixed and incubated for 10 min at

37° C. The reaction was stopped by heat inactivation for 10 min at 65° C and the volume

brought up to 100 pi with H2O. The labeled oligonucleotide was separated from un-

incorporated [y-^^P] ATP by passing the sample through a Sephadex G-50 column. The

labeled oligonucleotide was then added to 4 ml of hybridization solution at 40°C and this

solution was added to the prehybridized blot. Hybridization was performed overnight at

40° C and the blot was then washed with wash solution at 40°C and wrapped in Saran

Wrap. The blot was visualized by exposure to Kodak AR film at room temperature for

Ih.



CHAPTER 3

EVIDENCE THAT SILENCING OF THE //PRTPROMOTER BY DNA
METHYLATION IS MEDIATED BY CRITICAL CPG SITES

Introduction

In mammals, DNA methylation at CpG dinucleotides in the 5’ region of genes is

frequently associated with transcriptional silencing (49), particularly in housekeeping

genes on the inactive X chromosome. Numerous studies suggest that this association

between promoter hypermethylation and transcriptional repression has a functional basis.

For instance, individual loci on the inactive human X chromosome in human/hamster

hybrid cell lines may be reaetivated using demethylating agents such as 5-aza-cytidine

(50, 142). Likewise, in vitro methylation of various promoter constructs results in

inhibition of transcription in transient expression assays (32, 33, 92, 185, 215). However,

despite significant evidence that DNA methylation represses transcription, specific

mechanisms of this repression are only now becoming apparent.

Recent reports suggest that DNA methylation mediates transcriptional repression

indirectly, via binding of the methylated DNA-binding protein MeCP2, which in turn

recruits histone deacetylases that modify the local chromatin structure (86, 143).

However, additional mechanisms may also act to repress transcription by methylation,

such as direct inhibition of transcription factor (TF) binding to its cognate site in DNA.

Indeed, methylation of the binding sites of several TF’s has been shown to alter the

affinity of the faetor for its binding site (reviewed by Tate et al. (189)).

47
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Whether transcriptional repression relies on methylation at specific critical CpGs

or on the overall level of promoter methylation remains unclear. Several studies indicate

that methylation ofCpG dinucleotides in the vicinity of the transcriptional initiation

site(s) of genes is important for gene silencing (69, 108, 150, 159, 192). Therefore,

perturbation of the methylation pattern in this region may identify specific CpG sites

whose methylation is required to maintain silencing, and provide insight into

mechanism(s) by which methylation mediates transcriptional repression.

The X-linked human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT) gene

exhibits strong differential methylation in the promoter region on the active and inactive

X chromosomes. High-resolution methylation analysis by ligation-mediated PCR

(LMPCR)-assisted genomic sequencing indicates that the promoter on the active X

chromosome is unmethylated, while the promoter on the inactive X chromosome is

methylated at most, but not all, CpG dinucleotides (75). DNA-demethylating agents such

as 5-aza-deoxycytidine (5aCdr) can alter the methylation pattern of the inactive HPRT

allele and can reactivate the gene on the inactive X chromosome in rodent/human hybrid

cell lines (50, 142, 174). Cis-acting regulatory elements in the HPRTpromoter region

have been identified by dimethyl sulfate (DMS) in vivo footprinting (77).

By examining the altered methylation patterns of the HPRTpromoter in single-

cell-derived clones from 5aCdr-treated cells, we have identified 3 specific CpG

dinucleotides in the promoter region whose methylation is highly correlated with

maintaining transcriptional repression of the HPRT gene on the inactive X chromosome.

Consistent with the requirement for methylation of specific critical CpG sites, we find no

correlation between the level of pre-existing demethylation and the reactivation
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frequency of the gene when clonal lines that have undergone partial demethylation of the

promoter are re-treated with 5aCdr. We also find that the inactive allele is

insensitive to trichostatin A (TSA) reactivation and also show that this resistance to TSA

reactivation cannot be overcome by partial demethylation of the promoter region.

Furthermore, we present evidence for de novo methylation of the promoter upon

5aCdr treatment and discuss its potential relevance to transcriptional silencing by DNA

methylation.

Results

Identification of Critical CpG Dinncleotides

To identify specific CpG sites within the promoter region whose methylation may

be critical for maintaining transcriptional repression of the HPRT gene on the inactive X

chromosome, we treated 8121 cells (containing an inactive human X chromosome) with

the demethylating agent 5aCdr and isolated both HAT-selected (HAT selects for the

HPRT"^ phenotype) and non-selected single-cell-derived clones. If critical CpG sites exist

within the HPRT promoter region, these sites should remain methylated after exposure to

5aCdr in all clones that fail to reactivate the HPRT gene (and, conversely, undergo

demethylation in all clones that do reactivate). Each of 4 HAT-selected and 62 non-

selected clones was screened for expression ofHPRTmRNA by RT-PCR. The RT-PCR

assay was performed on total RNA as a multiplex reaction using both //Pi?r-specific

primers and human MIC2 (M/C2)-specific primers. Because MIC2 is an X-linked gene

which escapes X inactivation, MIC2 expression serves as an internal positive control for

the RT-PCR reaction. As expected, RT-PCR analysis revealed that all 4 HAT-resistant

clones had reactivated the HPRT gene (Figure 3-1 A). In addition, one of the 62 non-
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selected clones examined also had reactivated the HPRT gene following 5aCdr treatment.

To determine the sensitivity of the RT-PCR assay, total RNA from 4.12 cells (which

contain an active human X chromosome and expresses the HPRT gQno) was serially

diluted with total RNA from 8121 cells and the resulting mixtures were subjected to RT-

PCR. The results (Figure 3-lB) indicate that the RT-PCR assay can readily detect as

little as 0.2% of "wildtype" (i.e., 4.12 cells) HPRTrnmK levels. All 5 clones that

reactivated the HPRT gene after 5aCdr treatment exhibited full wildtype HPRT mPCPiA.

levels, and all 61 clones that failed to reactivate the HPRT gene after 5aCdr treatment

showed no detectable HPRTmRNA; no low or intermediate HPRTmPMA levels were

observed for any of the clones examined in our RT-PCR assays.

All clones assayed ior HPRT reactivation by RT-PCR were also subjected to

high-resolution DNA methylation analysis by LMPCR genomic sequencing (Figures 2

and 3). The specific region of the HPRT promoter examined extends from approximately

140bp upstream to 90bp downstream of the two major transcription initiation sites

identified by Kim et al. (93) and encompasses the entire minimal promoter (151) and all

but one of the transcription factor binding sites previously identified by DMS in vivo

footprinting (77). This region was chosen for analysis because previous studies suggest

the region surrounding transcription initiation sites is crucial for transcriptional repression

by DNA methylation (69, 108, 150, 159, 192). In the parental 8121 cell line, this region

contains 20 symmetrically methylated CpG sites (where paired CpG’s on the upper and

lower strand count as a single site) and 12 unmethylated sites (75). Purified genomic

DNA from each clone was subjected to the Maxam-Gilbert cytosine-specific sequencing

reaction followed by ligation-mediated PCR (LMPCR). The cytosine-specifie reaction



Figure 3-1. RT-PCR analysis ofHPRT mRNA expression. A. Representative RT-PCR

analysis of HAT-selected and non-selected single-cell-derived clonal lines from SaCdr-

treated 8121 cells. The lane designations indicate the name of each clone examined. 8121 is

the parental human/hamster hybrid cell line containing an inactive human X chromosome.

4.12 is a human/hamster hybrid that contains an active human X chromosome. HPRT

indicates the position of the expected //RRr-specific RT-PCR product. MIC2 indicates the

expected location of the M/C2-specific RT-PCR product. B. Sensitivity of the RT-PCR

assay to detect HPRT mRNA. Total RNA from 4.12 cells (wildtype) was serially diluted

with total RNA from 8121 cells and the RNA mixture subjected to RT-PCR analysis.

Percentages from 0% - 100% indicate the portion of the total RNA that is derived from 4.12

cells. HPRT and MIC2 represent the expected location of the respective RT-PCR products.
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uses hydrazine to modify cytosine nucleotides in DNA, but this modification is

significantly inhibited by methylation at the 5 position of cytosine. The differential

reactivity of hydrazine with cytosine vs. 5-methyl-cytosine allows for examination of the

methylation status of every cytosine (including CpG dinucleotides) within a region of

interest (75, 76, 120). In this high-resolution assay, demethylation at a specific cytosine

results in the appearance of a new band (relative to a methylated sample) in the

autoradiogram of the cytosine-specific sequencing ladder (Figure 3-2). A site was scored

as “demethylated” in 5aCdr-treated clones if a new cytosine-specific band was detected

that was previously undetectable (i.e., methylated) at the same position in the cytosine-

specific ladder from the 8121 parental cells. All sites designated as “methylated” showed

no detectable band on the cytosine-specific sequencing ladder above background levels;

therefore, a site in the 5aCdr-treated clones was considered “demethylated” if the

associated band was detectable above background (Figure 3-3).

All clones which reactivated the HPRT gene after 5aCdr treatment demethylated

all CpG’s in the region around the major transcription initiation sites of the HPRT gene

(data not shown), a pattern identical to that of the active HPRT allele on the active X

chromosome and consistent with previous 5aCdr reactivation studies of the HPRT gene

(75). In addition, two HAT-selected 8121-derived clones that had spontaneously

reactivated the human HPRT gene in the absence of 5aCdr treatment also exhibited

complete demethylation of all CpG’s in the same region of the promoter (data not

shown). These data suggest that the complete demethylation of this region of the HPRT

promoter in transcriptionally reactivated clones is not simply an artifact of 5aCdr or FIAT

treatment, and is a requirement for transcriptional activation of the gene.
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Figure 3-2. Representative autoradiogram of genomic sequencing analysis of

the upper strand of the HPRT gene 5* region. The designation over each lane

indicates the name of the clone examined. HPRTplasmid is a control sample

showing the cytosine-specific sequencing ladder derived from plasmid DNA
containing an unmethylated subclone of this region of the HPRT gene and reveals

the position of every cytosine in the region. The horizontal bars on the left side of
the figiue indicate the positions of each CpG dinucleotide in the region.

Demethylation events in each cell line appear as new bands in the cytosine-specific

ladder at the position of the demethylation event. The solid circles indicate the

position of demethylation events that have occurred in each clone. All position

munbers are relative to the translation initiation site.
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Consistent with these results, clones that failed to reactivate the HPRT gene

following 5aCdr treatment had promoters that remained relatively hypermethylated

compared to the unmethylated active HPRT allele (Figure 3-2). Among unreactivated

clones, the extent and pattern of 5aCdr-induced demethylation at the HPRT promoter

were quite variable, with as few as 0 and as many as 1 1 demethylated CpG sites out of a

possible 20 methylated sites in the parental 8121 cells, with an overall frequency of 7.8%

demethylation/site. Nevertheless, even the clone with 1 1 demethylated sites failed to

express any detectable HPRTmRNA as determined by RT-PCR, suggesting that the

repressive effect of methylation on transcription is not simply cumulative nor directly

proportional to the number of methylated CpG sites.

Since any methylation site(s) essential for transcriptional repression should

remain methylated in all unreactivated clones, the methylation patterns of each of the 61

unreactivated clones (see Appendix A) were compared (and summarized in Figure 3-3).

This analysis identified 3 CpG's at positions -48, -54 and -97 (relative to the translation

initiation site), which remain methylated on both strands in all 61 unreactivated 5aCdr-

treated clones. The site at position -97 is located immediately upstream of a major

transcription initiation site, and the sites at positions -48 and -54 are located

approximately 35-45 bp downstream of the two major transcription start sites (in the

portion of the gene encoding the 5’ untranslated region). The perfect correlation between

methylation at these 3 “critical” CpG sites and transcriptional repression of the HPRT

gene in 6 1 independent clones suggests that methylation at these sites is necessary for

maintaining repression ofHPRT on the inactive X chromosome. In contrast, all other

CpG sites examined in this region exhibited demethylation in at least one unreactivated
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clone, indicating that methylation at each of these sites is not essential for maintaining

transcriptional repression.

Statistical Analysis of the Demethylation Pattern in Unreactivated Clones

The 5aCdr-induced demethylation pattern observed in the 61 unreactivated clones

was subjected to statistical analysis to determine the likelihood that the three critical CpG

sites escaped 5aCdr-induced demethylation simply by chance. This analysis was

performed by Dr. Mark C.K. Yang, Professor of Statistics at the University of Florida. To

simplify the analysis, statistical analysis was performed using data only from the upper

strand (which was informative at more sites than the lower strand). The null hypothesis

Ho is that the frequency of demethylation in the m=20 methylation sites examined in each

clone is in fact uniform and the pattern observed is based on sampling error. We reject

the null hypothesis if the number of sites that never demethylate, X, is too large. Let

tVi

there be r = 61 clones and at the k clone, rik of the sites have not been demethylated at

least once. Then the p-value to reject the null hypothesis is calculated by the probability

[ 1 ] p-value = Pr{X>xo}

,

where xo is the observed number of sites which never demethylated. Probability [1] can

be computed recursively by letting

p(k,i) = Probability that there are still i methylated sites never

demethylated after k clones have been observed.

Then, under Ho,
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m

With the initial condition

, . f 1 if i=nk

0 otherwise

The p-value [1] is

m
D value = D(ri) for at7=20, r=61, nk=19,20,17,...18 for
H

/(=1,2,3....61.
/=Xo

Based on this calculation, the p-value to reject the null hypothesis Ho is 0.00003.

Therefore, the distribution of 5aCdr-induced demethylation events among the 20

methylated CpG sites examined is not uniform or random. This indicates that failure to

demethylate the three critical methylation sites at —48, -54, and -97 in unreactivated

clones is statistically significant and not due merely to chance. This analysis supports the

notion that methylation of these CpG sites is required to maintain transcriptional

repression of the HPRT gene.

Whether or not these 3 sites will ever demethylate in a 5aCdr-treated

unreactivated clone is unclear. To distinguish between sites that never demethylate and

those that have only a very small chance of demethylating would require an impractical

volume of additional data. However, ifwe make the simplifying assumption that each of

the three potential critical sites (at positions -48, -54, and -97) have the same

demethylation probability pi, we can roughly estimate the maximal demethylation
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frequency of these three sites relative to the other sites in the region. The average

probability of demethylation at the 1 7 sites that did demethylate can be calculated as

total # of demethylations 95

total # of sites examined ”17X61

Since the total # of demethylations in the 3 critical sites is 0, we cannot estimate a

demethylation probability. However ifwe take a 95% upper bound for the probability of

all three sites remaining methylated, this probability is p3
= -In (0.05)/95 = 0.0315. The

upper bound probability for each site then is

Pi = 1 - (1 - 0.0315)*^^ = 0.0106

Therefore, we have a 95% confidence that the demethylation probability (pi) of each of

these three critical sites is no more than 1/9 the average demethylation probability (po) of

each of the other 1 7 methylated sites. The significant difference in the maximal

demethylation probability of the 3 critical sites relative to the other sites in the region is

consistent with a functional role for methylation at these sites in unreactivated clones.

De Novo Methylation of the Human HPRT 5’ Region

An unexpected finding in these studies is the 5aCdr-induced de novo methylation

of the HPRT promoter just upstream and extending into a cluster of 5 GC boxes

(spanning positions -217 to -163; see Figure 3) which are normally unmethylated on

both the active and inactive X chromosomes (75). Every unreactivated 5aCdr-treated

clone exhibited some level of de novo methylation in this region, with nearly 50% of the

clones showing de novo methylation at positions -232, -220, -218, and -212, and
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occasional de novo methylation occurring at positions -216 and -191. This de novo

methylation occurs too frequently to simply arise from a small subpopulation of

aberrantly methylated cells in the parental 8121 cell line. Because SaCdr is a

demethylating agent, de novo methylation is most likely a secondary rather than primary

effect of SaCdr treatment. However, since none of the clones that reactivated the HPRT

gene (either spontaneously or as a result of SaCdr treatment) show de novo methylation at

any of these sites, the absence of methylation at these sites may be necessary for

transcriptional reactivation. On the other hand, methylation at these sites is not a

requirement for transcriptional repression, since the parental 8121 cells (where the HPRT

gene is inactive) are not methylated at these sites (7S). Recently, Broday et al. (27) also

reported evidence for de novo methylation of silenced transgenes in cells treated with 5-

azacytidine.

Reactivation Frequencies of Partially Demethylated Clones

To examine what role the overall level of promoter methylation may play in the

transcriptional silencing of the HPRT gene, we further analyzed 12 clones which had not

reactivated the HPRT gene after SaCdr treatment but exhibited partial demethylation of

the promoter to varying degrees. Each clone was subjected to a seeond round of SaCdr

treatment and the reactivation frequency of the HPRT gene in each clone was determined

by selection in HAT medium (after normalizing for the plating efficiency of each clone in

the absence ofHAT). If transcriptional repression of the HPRT gene is dependent upon a

threshold level of overall promoter methylation, clones with higher levels of pre-existing

demethylation should exhibit a higher SaCdr-induced reactivation frequency. However, if
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methylation of specific critical sites is more important for maintaining repression, the

reactivation frequency should be largely unaffected by the increasing levels of pre-

existing demethylation at non-critical sites. The results of this experiment are shown in

Table 3-1.

We found no correlation between pre-existing levels of stable demethylation in

the promoter region and the SaCdr-induced reactivation frequency of the HPRT gene.

Most demethylated clones showed reactivation frequencies similar to that of the parental

8121 cells (no demethylated clone showed more than a 2-fold increase in reactivation

frequency above 8121 cells), and the clone with the highest degree of pre-existing

demethylation, (IIIA4), exhibited a normalized reactivation frequency slightly lower than

8121 cells. In fact, clones that showed the highest reactivation frequencies were one

carrying no demethylated sites (NS2A1 1) and one carrying only a single demethylated

site (IH7), while the clone with the lowest reactivation frequency had 8 demethylated

sites (IIHl). Furthermore, the overall reactivation frequency of all partially demethylated

clones re-treated with SaCdr was 1.3% (calculated by: (Sum of all HAT-resistant

colonies)/(20 X Sum of all viable colonies)), a level essentially identical to that of the

8121 parental cells.

This lack of correlation between overall levels ofpre-existing demethylation and

SaCdr-induced reactivation frequencies is consistent with the existence of specific critical

CpG sites whose methylation is required to maintain repression of the HPRT gene on the

inactive X chromosome. Since all of the critical sites are methylated in all of the

unreactivated clones, if reactivation requires demethylation of the critical sites, partial

demethylation of non-critical sites would not be expected to affect subsequent SaCdr-
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induced reactivation. On the other hand, these results are not consistent with models that

invoke threshold levels of overall promoter methylation for maintaining repression of

transcription. Since partially demethylated clones should be closer to the threshold level

of demethylation required for reactivation of the gene, these clones should undergo

reactivation at consistently higher frequencies after re-treatment with 5aCdr. Because

data in Table 3-1 show this is not the case, and that partial demethylation of non-critical

sites has little effect on subsequent reactivation frequencies, methylation at non-critical

sites seems to play a secondary role in maintaining transcriptional repression.

Effects of Trichostatin A Treatment on .HP/JT Transcription

Recent reports have suggested that MECP2 may mediate transcriptional

repression at methylated promoters by recruiting histone deacetylases (86, 143).

Therefore, it is possible that the 3 critical methylated sites in the HPPT promoter region

may function on the inactive X chromosome by binding MeCP2 and recruiting histone

deacetylases that, in turn, maintain the repressive chromatin structure of the promoter.

However, in vivo footprinting studies of both the HPRT gQne (77) and the human PGK-1

gene (PGK-1) on the active and inactive X chromosomes (158, 160) have not detected

any evidence for stable binding ofMeCP2 at methylated CpG dinucleotides on the

inactive X chromosome (i.e., no in vivo footprints have been detected over methylated

CpG’s). Despite this caveat, MECP2 may still play a role in repression of the HPRT

locus since the absence of a footprint could indicate that either MECP2 binding is

transient or that MECP2 simply does not footprint well.
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Since trichostatin A (TSA) has been shown to alleviate MECP2-mediated

repression (86, 143), two independent human/hamster hybrid cell lines, 8121 and X8-

6T2, each containing an inactive human X chromosome, were treated for 0-24 h with

TSA to assess the role of histone deacetylase-mediated repression of the //Pi?T promoter.

IfHPRT gene repression by DNA methylation functions primarily via histone

deacetylases, TSA treatment should reactivate the HPRT gene on the inactive X

chromosome. Furthermore, because X8-6T2 reactivates at a significantly higher

frequency than 8121, both spontaneously and upon 5aCdr treatment (see Table 3-1), it

may be more responsive to TSA-induced reactivation. Results of this study are shown in

Figure 3 -4A. While TSA treatment did appear to enhance the expression level of the

control MIC2 gene (an X-linked gene which escapes inactivation), as has been previously

observed in other gene systems (83, 141), it failed to re-activate the //PPPgene on the

inactive X chromosome in both cell lines as determined by RT-PCR (Figure 3-4A). The

greater susceptibility of X8-6T2 cells to 5aCdr-mediated reactivation apparently does not

confer a greater susceptibility to TSA-induced reactivation. These results are similar to

that reported by Riggs et al. (167). Since these same cell lines can be reactivated by

5aCdr treatment, repression of the HPRT gene by DNA methylation is probably not

mediated primarily by the mechanism identified by Nan et al and Jones et al. (86, 143).

Recently, Cameron et al. (34) have shown that high density methylation at the

promoter may prevent TSA from reactivating genes even when histone deacetylases are

involved in their transcriptional repression. Partial demethylation of the promoter can

overcome this resistance to TSA-mediated reactivation, revealing a role for histone

deacetylases in maintaining repression. To determine if the high density methylation of
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the HPRT promoter is preventing reactivation of the HPRT gene by TSA, each of the 12

partially and stably demethylated clonal lines shown in Table 3-1 above were treated with

TSA for 0-48 hours and assayed for HPRT expression by RT-PCR. Each of these single

cell derived clones from 8121 cells carried 0 to 1 1 CpG sites that were stably

demethylated after SaCdr treatment, yet maintained stable repression of the HPRT gene..

As shown in Figure 3-4B, regardless of the level of pre-existing promoter demethylation

(i.e., number of pre-existing demethylated CpG’s), TSA treatment failed to reactivate the

HPRT gene in any of the partially demethylated clones. This was true even for clone

I11A4 which is stably demethylated at 1 1 of20 CpGs in the promoter. These results

indicate that inhibition of histone deacetylation is not sufficient to overcome the

repressive effects ofDNA methylation, even in the context of reduced levels of promoter

methylation. Because all of the demethylated sites in each of these TSA-treated clones

are non-critical sites, these results are also consistent with a mechanism ofDNA

methylation-dependent repression involving specific critical sites of methylation.

Discussion

We have examined the high-resolution methylation pattern of the endogenous

HPRT promoter region in 61 clonally-derived lines that have undergone SaCdr-induced

demethylation but failed to reactivate the HPRT gtnQ. Statistical analysis reveals a highly

significant (p=0.00003) correlation between maintenance of transcriptional repression

and methylation at 3 specific CpG sites. In contrast, the other CpG’s in the promoter

region (outside these 3 “critical” sites) appear to be able to undergo demethylation

without affecting repression of the gene, even when as great as 55% of the CpG sites in
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the promoter are demethylated (see clone IIIA4 in Table 3-1). Furthermore, prior

demethylation of the promoter region at non-critical CpG sites does not increase the

frequency oiHPRT gene reactivation after re-treatment of cells with a second round of

SaCdr. These data argue that 3 critical sites in the promoter region contribute

disproportionately to the repression of the HPRT g&nQ on the inactive X chromosome,

and that methylation of critical sites rather than the overall level ofpromoter methylation

(or a certain threshold level ofpromoter methylation) is involved in maintaining

transcriptional silencing.

None of the 3 critical sites of methylation fall within any of the transcription

factor binding sites previously identified by DMS in vivo footprinting (77), although the

critical site at -97 lies just upstream of a DMS footprinted region (see Figure 3). The

other two critical sites at positions -54 and -48 are located at least 2 1 bp from the nearest

DMS in vivo footprinted region and DNase I in vivo footprinting studies fail to detect

footprints at or near these two sites on either the active or inactive X chromosome (C.

Chen, T.P. Yang; in preparation). Therefore, it is unlikely that a major mode of action for

the 3 critical CpG sites involves interference with transcription factor binding upon

methylation of these sites as proposed by Tate et al. (189). Furthermore, Rincon Limas et

al. (168) have shown that the region containing the 3 critical CpG sites is not required for

maximal of expression of the HPRT gene in transient expression assays. Thus, this region

may be required more for repression of the gene on the inactive X chromosome than for

activation or expression.

This suggests, at least in part, an indirect mechanism of methylation-mediated

repression of the HPRT gene. Recent reports have indicated that repression by
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methylation involves MECP2 recruitment of histone deacetylases (86, 143), a mechanism

that was shown to be TSA sensitive. However, we find the HPRT gene on the inactive X

chromsome is resistant to reactivation by TSA, even when the promoter is partially (and

stably) demethylated by SaCdr treatment. This would suggest that methylation-mediated

repression of the HPRT gene on the inactive X chromosome could act by either of two

possible mechanisms. One possibility is that silencing of the HPRT gene does not involve

a histone deacetylase complex; however, antibodies against acetylated histone H4 clearly

show that the inactive X chromosome is hypoacetylated (82). Alternatively, repression of

the HPRT gene by methylation could involve one or more histone deacetylases that are

TSA-resistant, similar to those reported in yeast (36). It is also possible that the dynamic

turnover of deacetylated histones on the inactive X chromosome is so slow, or histone

acetylation occurs at such a low level on the inactive X, that inhibiting histone

deacetylases does not lead to significant hyperacetylation of the HPRT gene.

While transcriptional repression of the HPRT gene may require methylation at

specific critical sites, reactivation appears to require complete demethylation of the

promoter. The association between complete promoter demethylation and transcriptional

reactivation is not specific to SaCdr-induced reactivation because it also occurs in

spontaneous reactivants. Complete promoter demethylation is also seen in the X-linked

human phosphoglycerate kinase gene (hPGK-1) upon SaCdr-mediated reactivation (159).

Together with the fact that the promoters of other X-linked housekeeping genes on the

active X chromosome are also generally unmethylated (120, 160, 192, 194), these

observations argue that the absence of methylation in the promoter in vivo is essential for

transcription of the HPRT gene and other X-linked housekeeping genes.
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Since demethylation of all 20 CpG sites in the promoter region in a single cell

appears to be required for reactivation of the HPRT gene, the average overall 5aCdr-

induced demethylation frequency of 7.8% at each CpG is too low by itself to account for

the observed reactivation frequency of the 8121 parental cells (see Table 3-1). Therefore,

in order to achieve full promoter demethylation and the HPRT reactivation frequency we

observed for 8121 cells, active demethylation of the promoter region must occur

following a crucial initial 5aCdr-induced demethylation event. Such demethylase

activities have been reported recently (13, 205). We propose that the crucial event that

triggers active demethylation of the promoter (and subsequent gene reactivation) is the

stable demethylation of one of the 3 critical sites. Thus, the reason we never detected one

of the critical sites in an unmethylated state in unreactivated clones is because

demethylation of a single critical site resulted in active global promoter demethylation

and gene reactivation.

Alternatively, the actual 5aCdr-induced demethylation frequency may be

significantly higher than what is observed in the stable cell lines due to active

remethylation of the promoter after 5aCdr is removed. The high frequency of de novo

methylation observed at certain CpG sites in the //Pi?T promoter of unreactivated clones

suggests that active remethylation of the promoter does occur in these cells. This

remethylation activity could account for the discrepancy between the overall stable

demethylation frequency we observe and the reactivation frequency of the 8121 cell line.

Since the critical methylation sites are always methylated in cell lines that fail to

reactivate the HPRT gene, these critical sites may either be relatively resistant to

demethylation or have a propensity to remethylate. This tendency to maintain the
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methylated status of the critieal sites might act to prevent full promoter demethylation

and reactivation of the HPRT gene.

Overall, these studies suggest that transcriptional repression by methylation is a

complex process involving non-equivalent methylation sites that appear to repress

transcription by indirect mechanisms. The complete demethylation apparently necessary

for reactivation and the evidence for de novo methylation further suggest that methylation

itself is dynamic, a product of intrinsic active methylation and demethylation processes.



CHAPTER 4

EXAMINATION OF THE TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL POSITIONING
OF NUCLEOSOMES ON THE ACTIVE AND INACTIVE PROMOTER

Introduction

Differential chromatin structure is one of the hallmarks distinguishing active and

inactive genes. For the X-linked human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase gene

(HPRT), this difference in chromatin structure is particularly evident in the promoter

where both general DNase I sensitivity and hypersensitivity is enhanced in the active

versus inactive alleles. To better understand the interrelationship between nucleosomal

organization, chromatin accessibility, DNA methylation and transcription at the HPRT

promoter, we have examined both the translational positioning ofnucleosomes and the

rotational orientation of these nucleosomes on the active and inactive HPRT promoters in

vivo. Translational positioning ofnucleosomes was determined by micrococcal nuclease

(MNase) digestion in vivo and the rotational orientation ofnucleosomes was determined

by high-resolution in vivo DNase I cleavage analysis.

The in vivo micrococcal nuclease digestion pattern of chromatin from the active

allele reveals an ordered array of translationally phased nucleosomes in the promoter

region except over a 350 bp region which is either non-nucleosomal or contains

structurally altered nuclesomes based on hypersensitivity to both micrococcal nuclease

and DNase I. This 350 bp region includes the entire minimal promoter and all of the

transcription initiation sites of the HPRT gene. It also encompasses all of the in vivo

72
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transcription factor binding sites identified by either dimethyl sulfate (77) or DNase I in

vivo footprinting.

In contrast, analysis of the inactive HPRT promoter reveals neither translational

phasing ofnucleosomes nor hypersensitivity to either DNase I or micrococcal nuclease.

Despite this absence of translationally phased nucleosomes on the inactive promoter,

high-resolution in vivo DNase I cleavage analysis indicates rotational phasing of

nucleosomes over a region of at least 210 bp including the entire minimal promoter on

the inactive allele. This rotational phasing ofnucleosomes is not observed on the active

allele. These results suggest that rotationally phased nucleosomes repress HPRT

transcription and that disruption of this rotational phasing and establishment of a

translationally phased nucleosomal array are involved in transcriptional activation.

Results

To better understand the role that chromatin structure plays in the differential

transcriptional regulation of the X-linked human HPRT gQnQ, we have examined both the

translational positioning and rotational orientation of the nucleosomes at the endogenous

HPRT promoter on the active and inactive X chromosomes in permeabilized cells.

Identifying the differences in the nucleosomal organization of the active vs. inactive

HPRT promoters will improve our understanding of the underlying basis for differential

chromatin accessibility. Furthermore, understanding the spatial relationship of functional

elements of the promoter relative to its nucleosomal structure may provide insight into

the mechanims of transcriptional activation and repression at the endogenous HPRT

locus.
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Translational Positioning of Nucleosomes on the HP/?J Promoter /« Vivo.

To examine the translational position ofnucleosomes at the human HPRT

promoter in vivo, cells containing either the active HPRT allele on the active human X

chromosome or the inactive HPRT allele on the inactive X chromosome were

permeabilized using the detergent, NP-40, and then treated with micrococcal nuclease

(MNase). MNase preferentially cleaves DNA within the linker region between

nucleosomal cores and, in conjunction with indirect end-labeling, can thus identify the

presence and positions of translationally phased nucleosomes within a region of

chromatin. The positions of the in vivo MNase cleavages within the chromatin of the

HPRT promoter were mapped relative to a downstream Bel I site in the first intron of the

HPRT gene using a 400bp hybridization probe located just upstream of the Bel I site

(Figure 4-1). To determine the positions ofknown DNase I hypersensitive sites relative to

these in vivo MNase cleavages, NP-40 permeabilized cells containing the active HPRT

allele were treated with DNase I and the DNase I hypersensitive sites in chromatin of the

HPRT promoter were mapped relative to the same Bel I site.

Figure 4-2 shows the Southern blot analysis of the DNase I and MNase cleavage

patterns on the active and inactive HPRT promoters in permeabilized cells {In vivo) or in

naked DNA {In vitro). In vivo, the active HPRT promoter exhibited a pattern of strong

MNase cleavages with a periodicity of approximately 200 bp as represented by cleavages

at -260, -460, -660, -840, -1040,-1220 and -1420 relative to the translation initiation

site (Figure 4-2B In vivo samples). This cleavage ladder is indicative of 6 distinct

translationally phased nucleosomes positioned immediately upstream of the potential
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AP-2 site on the active HPRT promoter (see Figure 4-1 and 4-2B). A second ladder

consisting of 3 weak MNase cleavage sites at +90, +280, and +490 defined an additional

two translationally phased nuclesomes in the first intron of the HPRT gene (Figure 4-2B

In vivo samples). While these downstream sites were relatively weak, they were

consistently reproducible in multiple independent MNase assays and were clearly present

in longer exposures (data not shown). An additional weak cleavage site was observed

within the first downstream nucleosome at position +170 upon longer exposures and may

represent a preferential cleavage site for MNase in naked DNA. The gap between the

upstream and downstream nucleosomal arrays is approximately 350 bp and includes the

all of the known transcription factor binding sites of the //Pi?Fpromoter was well as the

multiple transcription initiation sites. This 350 bp region appears to be hypersensitive to

MNase cleavage as represented by the cleavages at -170, -70, and +1 and the greatly

enhanced cleavage at -260 (Figure 2B). The pattern of periodic cleavages observed in the

chromatin of the active allele is not observed on MNase treated naked DNA (Figure 4-2B

In vitro samples), even at MNase concentrations sufficient to completely degrade the

parental 4.3 Kb Bel I band (data not shown), indicating that these periodic cleavages are a

product of nucleosomal organization rather than the DNA sequence

Unlike the active allele, the MNase cleavage pattern of the inactive HPRT

promoter in permeabilized cells did not exhibit a 200 bp periodicity (Figure 4-2C In vivo

samples). In fact, the in vivo MNase cleavage pattern of the inactive F/PPPpromoter was

essentially identical to that of MNase-treated naked DNA (In vitro samples in Figure 4-

2C). The similarity of the MNase cleavage pattern between the chromatin of the inactive

allele in permeabilized cells as compared to naked DNA was verified at higher MNase
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concentrations that allowed more complete examination of lower molecular weight bands

(data not shown). This similarity between the in vivo and naked DNA MNase cleavage

patterns in the inactive allele (albeit at much higher MNase concentrations in vivo),

indicates that MNase cleavage at the inactive allele is largely determined by the

underlying DNA sequence rather than the nucleosomal structure, suggesting that

nucleosomes are randomly positioned on the inactive //Pi?T promoter in vivo and

therefore cannot bias MNase cleavage.

Since DNase I hypersensitivity is characteristic of the active //PPP promoter in

vivo, we mapped the location of the DNase I hypersensitive sites in the active promoter

relative to the phased nucleosomes in the promoter to examine the basis of this

hypersensitivity. Two major and 3 minor DNase I hypersensitive regions were observed

in the chromatin of the active //PPT promoter (Figure 4-2A, lanes labeled Active Allele).

All three minor hypersensitive sites, centered at approximately -670, -1300 and -2700,

co-mapped to complete or partial Alu repeat elements, possibly indicating transcription

factor binding at these repeats. However, both of the major DNase I hypersensitive sites,

centered at -260 and - 70, map to the 350 bp region which did not exhibit translational

nucleosomal phasing on the active promoter. The major DNase I hypersensitive site

centered at about -260 mapped between the potential AP-2 site and the cluster ofCG

boxes in the active HPRT promoter. The other DNase I hypersensitive site, which was

much broader and encompassed the region from about -20 to -130, mapped immediately

downstream of the CG boxes in a region which encompasses the major transcription

initiation sites (4-Figure 2A). On the active HPRT aWele, these two major DNase I

hypersensitive regions also exhibit significant MNase hypersensitivity as seen by the
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MNase cleavages at -260, -140, -70, and +1 (Figure 2B, In vivo samples) but were not

hypersensitive to either DNase I ((117)) or MNase on the inactive allele (Figure 4-2C, In

vivo Samples). These MNase hypersensitive bands were also not present in MNase-

treated naked DNA from cells containing either the aetive or inaetive HPRT genes even

at much higher MNase concentrations than shown in Figure 4-2 (data not shown),

indicating that this MNase hypersensitivity in the active allele is a product of the

chromatin structure of the active allele rather than the underlying DNA sequence. The

DNase and MNase hypersensitivity of this 350 bp region on the active HPRT promoter is

likely to indicate that this region is devoid ofnucleosomes or has modified nucleosomes

which are more accessible to trans-acting factors.

Overall, the data in Figure 4-2 suggest that the promoter of the transcriptionally

active HPRT allele is assembled into an ordered array of translationally phased

nucleosomes interrupted by a nuclease hypersensitive 350 bp interval that contains most

of the known functional elements of the //Pi?T promoter including the AP-2 site, the

cluster ofGC boxes and the region of multiple transcription initiation sites. The DNase I

and MNase hypersensitivity of this 350 bp region suggest that nucleosomes are either

completely excluded from this region or modified to become nuclease hypersensitive, and

therefore more accessible to trans-acting factors. In contrast, no translational phasing is

evident on the inactive HPRT promoter and hypersensitivity to DNase I and MNase

within this 350 bp region is also absent.
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Effects ofDNA Methylation on the Translational Phasing of Nucleosomes on the

HP/?r Promoter /« Vitro

Since the active and inactive HPRT promoters exhibit differential DNA

methylation, we examined the possibility that this differential methylation is responsible

for the differences in the translational positioning of nucleosomes between the active and

inactive HPRT promoters. This analysis was carried out by reconstituting nucleosomes

in vitro onto unmethylated versus methylated supercoiled plasmid constructs containing

the human HPRT promoter. The reconstituted chromatin was then digested with MNase

and the positions ofMNase cleavages within the methylated and unmethylated HPRT

promoter constructs were examined relative to a BamHI site within the first intron. The

results of this analysis can be seen in Figure 4-3. When the reconstituted chromatin is

cleaved only with MNase (Figure 4-3, lanes labeled Uncut for each template), an

approximately 180 bp ladder is observed. This pattern indicates that nucleosomes are

being assembled in ordered arrays onto all templates regardless of their methylation

status. However, when the templates are subsequently digested with BamHI, this 180 bp

ladder disappears in all templates, regardless of their methylation status (Figure 4-3,

lanes labeled BamHI for each template). This result suggests that the ordered arrays of

nucleosomes that assemble in vitro onto the HPRT promoter templates are not

predominantly in a single translational phase. This is in direct constrast to the strong

translational positioning observed on the active HPRT promoter in permeabilized cells.

Furthermore, the cleavage pattern generated upon BamHI cleavage is identical regardless

of the methylation status of the template (Figure 4-3, lanes labeled BamHI for each

template), suggesting that DNA methylation does not affect the translation al positioning

of nucleosomes on the HPRT promoter in vitro.
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DNase I In Vivo Footprinting of the Human HP/?J Promoter

The translational organization ofnucleosomes in the chromatin of the active

HPRT promoter relative to the major transcription initiation sites, the potential AP-2

binding site and the cluster ofGC boxes strongly suggests that the 350 bp nuclease

hypersensitive region is the functional promoter in vivo. To more closely examine this

region, we performed DNase I in vivo footprinting analysis, concentrating on the minimal

promoter within this region. DNase I in vivo footprinting is based on the steric hindrance

ofDNase I cleavage by factors bound to DNA in vivo, resulting in “footprints” consisting

of regions which appear to be relatively protected from DNase I cleavage as compared to

naked DNA. DNase I in vivo footprints are also characterized by enhanced DNase I

cleavage at the borders of the footprint, although the reason for this hypersensitivity is

not known. DNase I in vivo footprinting analysis was performed by treating

permeabilized cells with increasing concentrations ofDNase I, purifying the genomic

DNA, and examining the DNase I cleavage pattern of the region of interest by ligation-

mediated PCR (LMPCR). The strand and region covered by each of the LMPCR primer

sets used in this analysis are shown in Figure 4-1.

This analysis of the minimal promoter identified two major DNase I in vivo

footprints on the active HPRT allele, which corresponded to the potential binding site for

AP-2 and the cluster ofGC boxes (Figure 4-4). The footprint over the GC boxes extended

from -152 to -220 on the upper strand (Figure 4-4A) and -154 to -230 on the lower

strand (Figure 4-4B). The footprint over the potential AP-2 binding site sparmed -255 to

-272 on the upper strand (Figure 4-4C) and -260 to -275 on the lower strand (Figure 4-

4B). This study complements previous dimethyl sulfate (DMS) in vivo footprinting
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studies (77), which identified footprints over the potential AP-2 binding site and the

cluster ofGC boxes, by further defining the extent ofprotein/DNA contact at these sites.

However, the DMS in vivo footprinting study also identified a footprint over the two

major transcription initiation sites of the active promoter. This footprint was not observed

by DNase I in vivo footprinting in 4.12, the human/hamster hybrid containing the active

X chromosome that was used in both studies. Interestingly, a DNase in vivo footprint was

present at the major transcription initiation sites in human male fibrosarcoma cell line,

HT1080, suggesting that the hamster factors which bind at this site may be detectable by

DMS but not DNase I in vivo footprinting (data not shown).

In contrast, in vivo footprinting analysis did not reveal any DNase I footprints on

the inactive HPRT promoter. These results agree with previous DMS in vivo footprinting

studies that indicate that no transcription factors are bound on the inactive allele. The

»

absence ofDNase I in vivo footprints on the inactive HPRT allele is also consistent with

the absence of the nuclease hypersensitive sites on the inactive HPRT promoter. These

data suggest a functional relationship between the hypersensitivity of the /TP/?T promoter

and the binding of transcription factors to the promoter in vivo.

Rotational Orientation of Nucleosomes at the //P/?r Promoter

The high-resolution DNase I cleavage pattern generated by DNase I in vivo

footprinting can also identify the presence of rotationally phased nucleosomes in

chromatin. DNase I interacts with the minor groove ofDNA and can cleave DNA

wrapped around the histone octamer but the accessibility of the minor groove to DNase I

varies as a function of the helical path of the DNA as winds around the histone octamer.
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Where the minor groove is faced directly away from the histone octamer and therefore

maximally exposed to the solution, DNase I is thought preferentially cleave the DNA.

When a nucleosome is rotationally phased within the population of cells, this differential

accessibility of the DNA wrapped around the histone octamer results in a pattern of

preferential DNase I cleavages at approximately 10 bp intervals corresponding to the

helical pitch ofDNA that can be visualized as a 10 bp pair ladder in a sequencing gel

(147).

Such a 10 bp ladder was in fact observed on the inactive allele of the HPRT

promoter in vivo (Figures 4-4A, 4-5 & 4-6). Interestingly, while there was some overlap,

the 10 bp ladder was strongly evident on only one strand at a time. This 10 bp ladder on

the inactive promoter was most strongly seen on the lower strand of the HPRT promoter

from positions -75 to -167 (Figure 4-5A, Inactive in vivo samples) but extended both

upstream and downstream from positions -154 to -259 (Figure 4-4A & 4-6B, Inactive in

vivo samples) and positions -38 to -107 (Figure 4-5B, Inactive in vivo samples),

respectively, on the upper strand. A summary of the preferential DNase I cleavages

making up the 10 bp ladders on the upper and lower strands is shown in Figure 4-7. The

slight shift observed in the 10 bp ladders between the upper and lower strands reflects the

fact that maximal exposure of the minor groove does not occur at the same nucleotide

position for the two strands simultaneously. This 2-4 bp staggering of the ladders on the

upper and lower strands has been previously described (1 13). Together, the in vivo

pattern of 1 0 bp ladders on the upper and lower strands the suggest that nucleosomes are

rotationally phased over a region of at least 210 bps on the inactive //Pi?T promoter,

starting from approximately 1 10 bp downstream of the GC boxes and extending to just
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downstream of the AP-2 site (Figure 4-7). This region of rotationally phased

nucleosomes on the inactive promoter encompasses the minimal promoter ofHPRT (168)

and all of the major transcription initiation sites (93, 151) suggesting a potential role for

rotational phasing ofnucleosomes in the transcriptional repression of the inactive HPRT

promoter.

In contrast, while the high-resolution in vivo DNase I cleavage pattern of the

chromatin of active HPRT minimal promoter revealed the in vivo footprints described

above, it did not, for the most part, exhibit a 1 0 bp periodicity of cleavages indicative of

rotationally phased nucleosomes. In fact, other than the in vivo footprints, the DNase I

cleavage pattern of the active HPRT promoter in vivo largely resembled that ofnaked

DNA (Figures 4-4, 4-5 & 4-6, regions outside in vivo footprints), suggesting that this

region is devoid of nucleosomes. The exception to this similarity to naked DNA was a

region just outside the 350 bp nuclease hypersensitive region and immediately upstream

of the potential AP-2 binding site where a translationally phased nucleosome is thought

to map by MNase digestion (Figure 4-2B). Here, a moderately strong lObp ladder was

observed on the active allele (Figure 4-6A Active in vivo samples) from -284 to -387.

While this laddering pattern is suggestive that this upstream nucleosome is both

translationally and rotationally phased, the presence of a similar but not identical DNase I

cleavage pattern in the naked DNA (Figure 4-6A Active in vitro samples) makes

interpretation difficult. With the exception of this region, no other part of the active

HPRT minimal promoter examined reveals a 10 bp ladder, suggesting that the minimal

promoter does not contain rotationally phased nucleosomes.
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Discussion

These data indicate that the nucleosomal organization of the HPRT promoter

differs dramatically between the active and inactive X chromosomes. A schematic

summary of these differences is shown in Figure 4-8. The active promoter is assembled

into an ordered array of six upstream and two downstream translationally phased

nucleosomes which flank a 350 bp nuclease hypersensitive region that includes to the

minimal promoter and the region of multiple transcription initiation sites in the HPRT

gene. In agreement with previous DMS in vivo footprinting studies (77), DNase I in vivo

footprinting analysis shows that the AP-2 site and the cluster ofGC boxes that reside in

this region are occupied on the active promoter. Both its hypersensitivity to DNase I and

MNase, and the resemblance of its high-resolution DNase I cleavage pattern to naked

DNA suggest that this 350 bp region on the active allele is devoid of nucleosomes.

Consistent with this interpretation, high-resolution in vivo DNase I cleavage analysis of

the active HPRT promoter also does not identify any rotationally phased nucleosomes in

this nuclease hypersensitive region.

In contrast, no translational phasing ofnucleosomes is observed on the inactive

allele by in vivo MNase analysis (Figure 4-2C). Furthermore, the similarity between the

MNase I cleavage patterns of the inactive allele and naked DNA suggest that translational

positioning at the inactive promoter may be random (Figure 4-2C). Unlike the active

allele, the inactive allele exhibits no DNase I hypersensitivity and the equivalent MNase

hypersensitive sites at -260, -140, -70, and +1 are similarly absent or greatly reduced

(Figure 4-2C). Consistent with this finding, the AP-2 site and the cluster ofGC boxes on

the inactive promoter appear to be unoccupied by sequence-specific DNA binding
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proteins as determined by both DNase I in vivo footprinting and previous DMS in vivo

footprinting analysis (77). However, in vivo DNase I cleavage analysis does identify

strong rotational phasing ofnucleosomes over the inactive promoter. The region

exhibiting this rotational phasing ofnucleosomes on the inactive allele extends at least

210 bp, from immediately downstream of the potential AP-2 binding site through the

cluster ofGC boxes and the region of multiple transcription initiations site to about 40 bp

upstream of the translation start site of the HPRT promoter. The location of this rotational

phasing ofnucleosomes argues that it may be involved in the transcriptional inhibition of

the inactive HPRT allele.

Significance and Mechanisms of Translational Nucleosomal Phasing on the Active

HPRT Promoter

The translational organization ofnucleosomes on the active HPRT promoter

preferentially exposes a 350 bp nuclease hypersensitive region that appears to be the

functional promoter in vivo. Conceivably, this nucleosomal organization may act to limit

the exposure of the DNA to trans-acting factors, thereby directing transcription factor

binding to regions where nucleosomes are modified or absent (56). This is important

because the average density of consensus transcription factor binding sites in DNA is

estimated at approximately 14 per 100 bp (164), so the potential for inappropriate

transcription factor binding is high. The inclusion of the multiple transcription initiation

sites of the HPRT gene within this 350 bp exposed region is also important since

transcriptional initiation but not elongation is inhibited by nucleosomal assembly (123).

Therefore, the precise translational phasing of nucleosomes at active promoters may act

to expose specific regulatory regions such as promoter and enhancer elements while
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sequestering the majority of the DNA sequence to prevent inappropriate transcription

factor binding. This hypothesis is consistent with other studies, which indicate that the

promoters and enhancers of active genes are assembled into ordered nucleosomal arrays

(132, 152) (8, 179, 197). In all of these cases, the nucleosomes over transcription factor

binding sites and the transcription initiation sites of the promoter appear to be modified or

absent as suggested by hypersensitivity to DNase I, or enhanced sensitivity to restriction

enzymes. The human PGK-1 promoter appears to be an exception to this trend since the

inactive promoter is thought to contain translationally phased nucleosomes that are

displaced upon activation (158). However, it is noteworthy that the criteria for translation

phasing in this study was based on the presence of distinct 1 0 bp ladders which are

primarily markers for rotational rather than translational phasing.

The mechanisms responsible for establishing the translational phasing of

nucleosomes are not well understood but both the underlying sequence and boundary

proteins have been implicated (116). Nucleosomal phasing sequences have been

identified by in vitro reconstitution ofphased nucleosomal arrays on the murine

mammary tumor virus (MMTV), vitellogenin, hsp26, beta globin, andpS2 promoters

(161, 162) (175) (124) (10) (179). When these nucleosomal phasing sequences are

present, translational phasing ofnucleosomes appears to be the default state of the

chromatin since these promoters all exhibit translational phasing of nucleosomes on both

the active and inactive alleles (124, 175, 197) (10) (179). In contrast, the 77P7?r promoter

does not appear to harbor a nucleosomal phasing sequence since in vitro reconstitution of

nucleosomes on the promoter does not reveal a predominant translational nucleosomal

register (Figure 4-4). Furthermore, unlike promoters containing a nucleosome phasing
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sequence, the chromatin of the inactive HPRT promoter in vivo is not organized into

phased nucleosomes (Figure 4-2C).

For promoters lacking a nucleosomal phasing sequence, the translational phasing

ofnucleosomes observed on the active promoter/enhancer is probably a product of the

binding ofboundary proteins. The ability of proteins to translationally positioned

nucleosomes is well established in vitro (99) and has been demonstrated for a number of

transcription factors including Gr£2 (52), Gal4A^P16(155), Spl(156, 207), NF-kappa

B(156, 207), R3 (153), and HNF3 (182). Furthermore, in vivo, the glucocorticoid receptor

has been linked to the redistribution ofunphased nucleosomes into a phased nucleosomal

array on the MMTV promoter in Xenopus oocytes (8) and HNF3 has been implicated in

the translational positioning ofnucleosomes in the mouse serum albumin enhancer (132,

182). For the active HPRT promoter, binding of a boundary protein, possibly AP-2, at the

potential AP-2 binding site may be involved in translational phasing since a very strong

MNase cleavage site at -260 lies immediately adjacent to the AP-2 binding site (Figure

4-2B) suggesting a strongly phased nucleosome immediately upstream ofAP-2 binding

site. However, in light of recent findings in the mouse lysozyme promoter in myeloid

cells (97), it cannot formally ruled out that the boundary proteins involved in

nucleosomal phasing at the active HPRT promoter are bound transiently prior to

transcriptional activation and are subsequently replaced by end stage trans-activating

factors.

Interestingly, the mechanism of translational phasing appears to be dependent on

the type of promoter involved. While the correlation is not perfect, inducible promoters

tend to have nucleosome phasing sequences (124, 161, 162, 175, 179) and are therefore
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organized into ordered nucleosomal arrays regardless of their transcriptional status. In

contrast, constitutive promoters, such as the active //Pi?r promoter, tend to derive their

nucleosomal organization from boundary proteins (132, 152) and therefore lack

translational nucleosomal phasing on the inactive allele. This difference between

inducible and constitutive promoters may reflect the requirement of inducible promoters

to be poised for induction. This possibility is supported by the observation that the

precise translational positioning ofnucleosomes in vitro appears to significantly affect

the inducibility ofboth the vitellogenin (175) and hsp26 (124) promoters. Conceivably,

this functional constraint in inducible promoters may have resulted in an evolutionary

divergence of inducible vs constitutive promoters.

Significance of Rotational Phasing of Nucleosomes on the Inactive .//PPP Promoter

The absence of translationally phased nucleosomes on the inactive HPRT

promoter does not indicate the absence ofnucleosomes altogether. Instead, the 1 0 bp

ladders observed by high-resolution DNase I cleavage analysis of the inactive promoter

in vivo (Figures 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6, Summary in Figure 4-7) indicate clear rotational

phasing ofnucleosomes at the inactive promoter. The positions of these ladders over the

cluster ofGC boxes and the region of multiple transcription initiation sites are highly

suggestive that the rotational phasing ofnucleosomes on the inactive HPRT promoter is

involved in its transcriptional repression. The absence of rotationally phased nucleosomes

in this same region on the active HPRT promoter is also consistent with this

interpretation. While there are few in vivo studies on the rotational orientation of

nucleosomes within promoters, evidence from the human PGK-1 (\5S), phaseolin (113),
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and pS2 promoters (179) also indicate that rotational phasing ofnucleosomes over the

promoter represses transcription and that disruption of this rotational phasing is a

prerequisite for activation.

The mechanisms by which rotationally phased nucleosomes repress transcription

are less clear. However, in vitro data for TBP (79), GR (114), and TR/RXR (210) suggest

that at least some transcription factors are sensitive to the rotational orientation of their

binding sites on the surface of the histone octamer. Therefore, the specific rotational

orientation of rotationally phased nucleosomes on the inactive HPRT promoter may

inhibit transcription factor binding in the region. This possibility is particularly relevant

for the factors such as Spl, which can bind to the cluster of 5 GC boxes, and for the

transcription initiation complex since the sites bound by these proteins/complexes are

incorporated in the 2 1 0 bp region which appears to be rotationally phased on the inactive

allele. Alternatively, the rotational phasing of nucleosomes in this region may be

indicative of the preferential placement ofnucleosomes over this phased region. The

mere presence of the 10 bp ladder suggests that a nucleosome is placed in a single

rotational orientation within this region in a high percent of the cells in the population. It

is therefore noteworthy that the strongest 1 0 bp ladder corresponds with the region of

multiple transcription initiation sites, suggesting that rotationally phased nucleosomes

preferentially assemble over these sites in the population of cells. If this is the case, the

observed rotational phasing may be a manifestation of this preferential placement of

nucleosomes and the repression observed could be largely due to the presence of

nucleosomes over the region. However, these two potential mechanisms are not mutually

exclusive and may be acting in concert to varying degrees.
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Since the inactive HPRT promoter is devoid of transcription factor binding, at

least as assayed by either DNase I or DMS in vivo footprinting (77), the rotational

orientation ofnucleosomes on the inactive promoter is probably determined by the

underlying DNA sequence. The importance of the underlying sequence in determining

the rotational orientation ofnucleosomes is emphasized by the fact that the rotational

phasing ofnucleosomes on the phaseolin (1 13)andpS2 (179) promoters in vivo can be

recapitulated in vitro by nucleosomal assembly onto naked DNA templates using purified

histones. The potential for the underlying sequence to dictate rotational positioning at the

inactive HPRT promoter is increased by the high GC eontent of the promoter which

increases its inherent curvature, a characteristic of nucleosomal positioning sequences

(196).

For X-linked housekeeping genes such as the HPRT gene, the DNA sequence

dependence of the rotational orientation ofnucleosomes within the promoter is further

complicated by DNA methylation. Davey et al. (45) have demonstrated that CpG

methylation can affect the preferred translational setting of a nucleosome in vitro. While

translational orientation does not appear to be affeeted by methylation at the HPRT

promoter in vitro (Figure 4-3), it is still uncertain if rotational phasing is mediated by

DNA methylation. Exoeyclic groups such as the methyl group added by DNA

methylation have been shown to affect the binding affinity ofDNA to a nucleosomal

core, the intrinsic curvature ofDNA, and its flexibility (196), all characteristics which are

known to affect nucleosomal positioning. Essentially, the addition of a methyl group is

expected to sterically hinder bending at the CG base pair which has a wider minor groove

(116) than an AT base pair. This would result in a tendency of the minor groove at the
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methylated CpG dinucleotide to face away from the nucleosome surface (196).

Examination of the high resolution DNase I cleavage pattern of the inactive allele bears

out this expectation since an unusually high percentage of the cleavages making up the 1

0

bp ladders on both strands occur at or near CpG dinucleotides (Figure 4-7).

For inducible and tissue-specific promoters, the transition between the active and

inactive states is thought to be mediated by the presence or absence of transcription

factors which can bind to and remodel nucleosomes (101, 154) (190). However, this is

not a satisfactory explanation for X-linked housekeeping genes, such as the HPRT gene,

which have both a transcriptionally active and a transcriptionally inactive allele in each

cell. Instead, early in embryogenesis, one of the two HPRT alleles in each cell is chosen

to remain active whereas the transcription of the other is silenced by X inactivation (62).

This probably allows the chromatin structure of the inactive promoter to revert to its

default state of rotationally phased nucleosomes, further locking the inactive promoter in

a repressed state. The transcriptional status of the active allele is somehow marked,

possibly by alternations in chromatin structure, and this information is retained during

mitosis, allowing the transcriptional status of each allele to be passed to daughter cells

(134). Since this differential expression of the two alleles of X-linked genes is very

stable, the artificial reactivation of the inactive allele by demethylating agents such as

5aCdr almost certainly involves disruption of the chromatin structure of the promoter

(119, 174).

Overall, these data suggest that the chromatin structure of the promoter directly

promotes or inhibits transcription at the HPRT \oc\xs. On the active allele, the

translational phasing ofnucleosomes preferentially exposes the functional promoter.
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allowing efficient transcription whereas on the inactive allele, rotationally phased

nucleosomes sterically hinder transcription factor binding and initiation complex

formation. While not in the scope of this study, the role ofDNA methylation and

transcription factor binding in determining and maintaining this differential chromatin

structure should be explored.



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY OF MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

Summary of the Methylation Analysis of the HPRT Promoter

Our analysis ofDNA methylation at the HPRT promoter suggests that

transcriptional repression is mediated by methylation at specific critical CpG sites.

Examination of the high-resolution methylation patterns of the HPRT promoter in clonal

cell lines that have partially demethylated the promoter but failed to reactivate the HPRT

gene in vivo identified 3 CpG dinucleotides whose methylation was perfectly correlated

with transcriptional repression of the inactive HPRT gene (Figure 3-3). Statistical

analysis of these methylation patterns indicated that it is extremely unlikely for these 3

CpG dinucleotides to remain methylated in all 6 1 non-reactivated clones by chance alone

(p=0.00003), suggesting that methylation of these 3 “critical” CpG sites is functionally

required for transcriptional repression of the HPRT gene. Reactivation studies of partially

demethylated clonal lines did not show a correlation between the initial level of

methylation at the HPRT promoter in a given clone and its reactivation frequency upon

re-treatment with SaCdr (Table 3-1), suggesting that the critical sites play a

disproportionate role in maintaining transcriptional repression of the inactive HPRT

allele.

While the importance of these critical sites in maintaining transcriptional

repression is evident, the mechanism of this repression is not. Still, we have examined the

likelihood of two possible mechanisms of methylation-mediated repression. Both DMS

107
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(77) and DNase I in vivo footprinting studies (Figure 4-4) suggest that the primary role of

methylation at the critical sites is unlikely to be direct inhibition of transcription factor

binding since only one critical site lies in the vicinity of an in vivo footprint. Likewise,

TSA reactivation studies suggest that repression of the inactive HPRT allele is not

primarily mediated by histone deacetylases, or at least not TSA-sensitive histone

deacetylases (Figure 3-4), since TSA is unable to reactivate the HPRT gene on the

inactive X chromosome, even when the promoter is partially demethylated.

The presence ofde novo methylation at the HPRT promoter in partially

demethylated clones and the discrepancy between the reactivation frequency of the HPRT

gene and the observed demethylation rate of individual CpG sites suggest two potential

scenarios for SaCdr induced reactivation of the HPRT gene. First, since the observed

demethylation rate of individual CpG sites alone is too low to account for the observed

reactivation frequency, a global demethylation event, secondary to SaCdr-mediated

demethylation, may be responsible for the complete demethylation of the /7P7?r promoter

observed in clones that have reactivated the HPRT gene. Alternatively, significant

remethylation of the promoter may occur after the initial 5aCdr-induced demethylation

event, thereby masking the actual demethylation rate of individual CpGs. In either case,

these observation suggest that methylation at the HPRTpromoter is significantly more

dynamic than previously thought.

Future Studies on DNA Methylation at the HPRT Gene

Since we have identified specific CpG sites whose methylation appears to be

critical for transcriptional repression of the HPRT promoter, the next obvious step is to
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determine the mechanism by which these critical sites and/or methylation at the HPRT

promoter in general represses transcription. To further investigate whether methylation at

the HPRT promoter represses transcription by direct inhibition of transcription factor

binding, either in vitro transcription assays or transient transfection assays could be

performed using reporter constructs containing the methylated or unmethylated HPRT

promoter. If methylation at the HPRT promoter mediates transcriptional repression by

direct inhibition of transcription factor binding, in vitro transcription/ transient

transfection of the methylated construct should show reduced transcription or none at all.

Alternatively, if methylation does not work by direct interference with transcription

factor binding, the in vitro transcription of the methylated template should be unaffected.

This question might also be addressed by the use of electrophoretic mobility shift

assays or EMSA. Focusing on regions that are in vivo footprinted on the active HPRT

allele or on the positions of the critical sites, EMSA assays using methylated and

unmethylated templates could examine whether methylation affects factor binding in

vitro. While this approach is more tedious and subject to more artifacts than in vitro

transcription or transient transfection assays, it allows a more precise determination of

which transcription factor bind sites are affected by DNA methylation. A difference in

the EMSA profile of a methylated vs unmethylated template would suggest that a factor

binding to one is unable to bind to the other.

To assess the role that chromatin might play in methylation-mediated

transcriptional repression, in vitro transcription or transient transfection experiments

might also be performed using constructs pre-assembled into chromatin in vitro. These

experiments would test the intrinsic tendencies of the methylated versus unmethylated
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promoter to be assembled into a repressive chromatin conformation. Ideally, the in vitro

transcription experiments should be performed in mammalian nuclear extracts that are

known to have active chromatin remodeling complexes and histones acetyltransferases.

Likewise, transient transfection should be done in cells that exhibit methylation in vivo

(i.e. not insect cells) and are therefore able to reproduce methylation-mediated repression.

These experiments could also potentially be performed with promoters in which the

critical sites have been mutated. While mutation of the critical sites is unlikely to affect

transcription of naked DNA templates, since Rincon Limas et al. (168) have shown that

the region containing critical sites is not necessary for maximal HPRT expression in

transient transfection assays, it may affect chromatin assembly on methylated and

unmethylated templates and thereby indirectly affect transcription.

Nevertheless, it is likely that none of these experiments can accurately reflect the

in vivo environment in which methylation acts to repress the HPRT allele on the inactive

X chromosome. A possible strategy to address this problem is to identify equivalent

critical sites in the mouse HPRT promoter or to make a transgenic mouse harboring the

human HPRT gene on the mouse X chromosome. This would then allow mutagenesis of

the critical sites in vivo by homologous recombination and passage of the mutations

through the process ofX inactivation in ES cells. If methylation at the critical sites does

indeed mediate much of the maintainance of transcriptional repression at the HPRT

promoter, the transgenic or mutant mouse should exhibit a tendency to reactivate the

mutant allele. However, these are extremely difficult experiments and not warranted

without further demonstration of the significance of these critical sites by other means.
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Summary of Nucleosome Phasing at the HPRT Promoter In Vivo

Examination of the nucleosomal structure of the active HPRTpromoter on the

active X chromosome reveals an ordered array of 6 upstream and 2 downstream

translationally phased nucleosomes that flank a 350 bp region that appears to be

essentially devoid of nucleosomes. This 350 bp region contains what appears to be the

functional promoter of the HPRT gene, including the potential AP-2 binding site, the

cluster ofGC boxes, a potential initiator element identified by DMS in vivo footprinting,

and the entire region of multiple transcription initiation sites in the HPRT promoter. All

in vivo footprints detected by either DNase I or DMS in vivo footprinting fall within this

350 bp region. Likewise, the DNase I hypersensitivity of the active HPRT promoter also

maps into this 350 region as does significant MNase hypersensitivity. Overall, these

observations suggest that the nucleosomal organization of the active //Pi?T promoter

preferentially exposes the functional promoter while sequestering adjacent regions in

ordered nucleosomal arrays.

In contrast, the inactive HPRT promoter on the inactive X chromosome exhibits

no apparent translational phasing ofnucleosomes at all. Furthermore, DNase I and

MNase hypersensitivity are markedly absent within the 350 bp region, suggesting that

these are functional characteristics of the active allele. Instead, the inactive HPRT

promoter but not the active promoter, exhibits clear rotational phasing ofnucleosomes at

and extending immediately upstream and downstream of the region of multiple

transcription initiation sites. This nucleosomal organization on the inactive allele suggests

that the inactive allele is transcriptionally repressed by the assembly of rotationally

phased nucleosomes over its minimal promoter, particularly the region of multiple
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transcription initiation sites and the cluster ofGC boxes. The absence of this rotational

phasing on the active allele suggests that this rotational phasing must be disrupted for

transcriptional activation.

Future Studies to Examine the Role of Nucleosomal Organization in the

Transcriptional Regulation of the HPRT Gene

While we have demonstrated clear differential nucleosomal organization at the

active and inactive HPRT promoters, we have not determined either the mechanisms

responsible this differential organization or the impact of this organization on

transcription. While preliminary experiments suggest that no translational nucleosomal

phasing sequence is present at the HPRT promoter, it is important to test this possibility

rigorously. To do this in vitro assembly ofnucleosomes on the HPRTpromoter is

necessary, preferably using purified histones. The use of purified histones reduces the

possibility that a non-histone protein in this assay might mediate the assembly of

chromatin on the HPRT promoter. Ideally, the Bel I fragment containing the human

HPRT promoter should be used as the template for this assessment to allow analysis of

the nucleosomal phasing from the same reference Bel I site. The presence of an ordered

array of nucleosomes in this in vitro reconstituted chromatin would suggest that a

translational nucleosomal phasing sequence does exist in the HPRT promoter, whereas

the absence of phased nucleosomes would suggest that phasing is a product of the

transcriptional activation process, possibly mediated by boundary proteins.

To examine the possibility that boundary proteins are responsible for the

nucleosomal organization of the active HPRT promoter, it is necessary to first

specifically identify the proteins bound to the active HPRTpromoter in vivo. For the
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potential AP-2 site and the eluster ofGC boxes, potential candidate proteins are known

and can be screened by DMS footprinting in vitro or EMSA. Demonstration of a DMS

footprint in vitro that is identical to the in vivo footprint using a purified transcription

factor is highly suggestive that the transcription factor also binds the site in vivo. EMSA

can demonstrate an in vitro capacity to bind the site in question in vitro but is a less ideal

test. In cases where no candidate proteins are known the yeast one-hybrid system can be

used. While this method generates a lot of false positives, it is the fastest way to identify

potential candidate transcription factors which can be subsequently screened by EMSA

and DMS footprinting.

Once the factors binding the active HPRT promoter in vivo have been identified,

pre-assembly of these factors onto naked DNA followed by chromatin assembly in vitro

can assess the ability of these factors to set up the ordered array of translationally phased

nucleosomes observed on the active allele. It can also determine the ability of pre-bound

factors to maintain the nucleosome free region observed on the active HPRT promoter in

vivo. Assembly of chromatin followed by the addition of these transcription factors can

assess their ability to displace nucleosomes in vivo. However, considering that the active

and inactive HPRT alleles both reside in the same cell in females, it is unlikely that these

factors can displace nucleosomes, unless displacement ofnucleosomes is affected by the

differential methylation of the DNA. These chromatinized templates can also be

subjected to in vitro transcription assays to determine their ability to support

transcription.

To determine if the underlying sequence determines the rotational orientation of

nucleosomes on the inactive HPRT promoter, nucleosomes can be reconstituted on the
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HPRT promoter in vitro followed by DNase I digestion and high resolution DNase I

cleavage analysis. To examine the role of methylation in either determining rotational

orientation or stabilizing it, similar experiments can be performed using methylated

templates. The ability of the methylated vs unmethylated chromatin template to support

transcription can be assessed by in vitro transcription assays.



APPENDIX A
METHYLATION PATTERNS OF EACH OF THE 61 CLONES THAT FAILED TO

REACTIVATE THE HPRT GENE AFTER 5ACDR TREATMENT

The raw data of the methylation patterns of each of the 61 single-cell-derived

clones that failed to reactivate the HPRT gene after SaCdr treatment is listed in the

subsequent pages. The positions of each CpG dinucleotide examined are listed across the

top of the chart while the clone designations are listed on the left margin. 0 indicates a

methylated site and 1 indicates a unmethylated site. If a band was detected at the correct

position at an intensity above background, it was scored as a 1 (unmethylated site).
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Methylation Pattern of the Upper Strand

-232 -229 -226 -220 -218 -216 -212 -206 -200 -191 -186 -181 -176 -165 -138 -132

IA1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1B1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1C1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1D1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIB1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIC1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IID1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIE1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HIM 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

—
0

IIIC1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

MIDI 0
I

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

r

0

HIM 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IH5 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IH6 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IH7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

IH8 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HB5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HF3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HF4 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HIC3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

—
0

—
0

HIC4 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

r"

1 0

• "

0

HIF1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVD1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVE1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

IVE2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HB7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HE3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HF2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HIA2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

H1A3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HIA4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

—
1 1

HIA12 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

HIB1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
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Methylation Pattern of the Upper Strand

-129 -117 -108 -99 -97 -95 -92 -89 -76 -70 -54 -48 -19 -17 -14 -10

IA1 0
1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1B1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1C1 0
I

1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1D1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

IIB1 0 0
If

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIC1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

IID1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIE1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

IIIA1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1

1

IIIC1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIID1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Illi1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

IH5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IH6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IH7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IH8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIB5 0 0 0 0 0
' '

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIF3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIF4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I1IC3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

IIIC4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

IIIF1 0— 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVD1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

0 0

IVE1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVE2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIB7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIE3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIF2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

illA2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIA3

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIA4 1 1
- 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1

lilA12 0

I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1

1

0 0 0

IIIB1 0 0 0 0
1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

'

I

0 0 0 0
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Methylation Pattern of the Upper Strand

-232 -229 -226 -220 -218 -216 -212 -206 -200 -191 -186 -181 -176 -165 -138 -132

IIIB2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIB3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIB4 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIB5 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

IIIC2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIC5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

lliE2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIE3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIF2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1IIH1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IHi2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVA1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVA2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVB1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1VF1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IB2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IB3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IB4 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IBS 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IID2 0 0 0 0 0
V

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIE2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIF1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

—
0

IIG1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

—
0

IIH1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

NS1A4 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

NS1B2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

NS2A1

1

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

NS3A1

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
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Methylation Pattern of the Upper Strand

-129 -117 -108 -99 -97 -95 -92 -89 -76 1 o -54 -48 -19 -17 -14 -10

IIIB2

!

0 0 0 • 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

IIIB3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

IIIB4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

IIIB5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

IIIC2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIC5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIE2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIE3 0 0
-

0
F—

—

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIF2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

—
0

IIIH1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

IHi2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

1

1

IVA1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

IVA2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVB1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVF1 0
^___J

0 0 0 0 1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IB2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IB3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IB4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IBS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IID2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIE2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

IIF1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIG1
.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1

1

0 0

IIH1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1

0 0 0 0

NS1A4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

NS1B2

i

0
1

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NS2A1

1

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NS3A1

1

I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
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Methylation Pattern of the Lower Strand

-232 -229 -226 -220 -218 -216 -212 -206 -200 -191 -186 -181 -176 -165 -138 -132

IA1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1B1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1C1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1D1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIB1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIC1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IID1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIE1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIA1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIC1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIID1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

Illi1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IH5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IH6 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IH7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

IH8 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIB5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIF3 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIF4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIC3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIC4 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIF1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVD1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVE1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

IVE2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIB7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1IE3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIF2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIA2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIA3 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIA4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

I1IA12 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIB1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
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Methylation Pattern of the Lower Strand

-129 -117 -108 1 CD CD -97 -92 i <DO CD -76 -70 -54 -48

IA1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1B1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1C1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1D1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIB1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIC1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

IID1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIE1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIA1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIC1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIID1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

HIM 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

IH5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IH6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.

0

IH7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

IH8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIB5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIF3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIF4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I1IC3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

IIIC4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIF1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVD1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVE1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVE2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIB7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1IE3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIF2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIA2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIA3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIA4 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

IIIA12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

IIIB1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Methylation Pattern of the Lower Strand

-232 -229 -226 -220 -218 -216 -212 -206 -200 -191 -186 -181 -176 -165 -138 -132

IIIB2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIB3 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIB4 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIB5 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIC2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIC5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIE2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIE3 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIIF2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

II1H1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IMi2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVA1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVA2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVB1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IVF1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IB2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IB3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

—
0

IB4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IBS 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IID2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIE2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIF1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

IIG1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1IH1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

NS1A4 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

NS1B2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

NS2A11 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

NS3A11 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
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Methylation Pattern of the Lower Strand

-129 -117 -108 -99 -97 -92 -89 -76 -70 -54 -48

IIIB2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIB3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

IIIB4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

IIIB5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIC2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

IIIC5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIE2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIE3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

IIIF2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIIH1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IHi2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVA1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVA2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVB1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVF1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IB2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IB3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IB4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IBS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IID2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIE2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIF1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIG1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IIH1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

NS1A4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

NS1B2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NS2A1

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NS3A1

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS

Assessment of Rotational Phasing on In Vitro Reconstituted Chromatin by High-

Resolution DNase I Cleavage Analysis

In Vitro reconstituted chromatin was digested with DNase I as follows. Briefly, 27

|al of the reconstituted chromatin (see above) was mixed with 73 )al ofEx50 +MgCl2

+CaCl2 (10 mM HEPES [pH 7.6], 60 mM KCl, 1 1.5 mM MgCh, 0.5 mM EGTA [pH

8.0], 10% glycerol, 10 mM glycerol phosphate, 5 mM CaCh) and 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or

1.0 pg ofDNase I and incubated at room temperature for 2 min. The digestion was

stopped with 40 pi of stop solution (2.5% sarkosyl, 100 mM EDTA), phenolxhloroform

extracted and precipitated with Ipl of glycogen (lOmg/ml; Boehringer Mannheim) as

carrier. The pellet was washed once with 500 pi of75% ethanol and dried under vacuum.

(Note: This procedure is not fully optimized. I think higher concentrations may be

needed). The DNA was then resuspended at 1 ng/pl in TE [pH 8.0].

DNase I digestion of the naked DNA template was performed as follows: 200 ng

of plasmid DNA was resuspended in 100 pi ofEx50+MgCl2+CaCl2 (see above) and 0,

0.006. 0.0125, 0.025, 0.05, or O.lpg ofDNase I (Worthington) was added and mixed

gently. The digestion was performed at room temperature for 2 min. and then stopped

with 40 pi of stop solution. The DNA was purified by phenohchloroform extraction and

precipitated with 1 pi of glycogen (lOmg/ml; Boehringer Mannheim). The pellet was
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washed once with 500 jj.1 of 75% ethanol and then dried under vacuum. The DNA was

then resuspended at Ing/pl in TE [pH 8.0].

Both the in vitro reconstituted chromatin samples and the naked DNA samples

were then subjected to LMPCR using the extension product capture modification (195).

Since these were plasmid samples LMPCR was performed on Ing ofDNA instead of the

usual 2-5 pg.

Small scale Preparation ofBAC DNA

Small-scale isolation ofBAC DNA was performed using a Qiagen miniprep kit

essentially as suggested by the manufacturer. Briefly, the bacterial line containing the

BAC of interest was grown up in 5 ml of Luria Broth (LB) + 12.5 g/ml of

chloramphenicol at 37 C in a roller drum overnight. The bacterial cells pelleted at

13,200 rpm in a microcentrifuge for 10 s. The cells from all 5 ml were collected and

resuspended in a total volume of 250 1 in Buffer PI (Qiagen) by pipetting. Then 250 1

of Buffer P2 (Qiagen) was added and mixed by gently inversion 4-6 times. Then 350 1

of Buffer N3 (Qiagen) was added and mixed by inversion 4-6 times. The mixture was

then spun at 13,200 rpm for 10 min in a microcentrifuge. The supernatant was then

applied to a Qiaprep spin column and spun for 30-60 at 13,200 rpm. The column was

washed with 500 1 of Buffer PB (Qiagen) by applying the Buffer PB to the column and

spinning at 13,200 rpm for 30-60 s. The column was then washes with 750 1 of Buffer

PE (Qiagen) also for 30-60 s. Buffer in the collection tube was discarded and the column

spun an additional 60 s to remove residual buffer. The DNA was eluted from the column

into a clean microcentrifuge tube by applying 501 ofTE [pH 8.0] to the center of the
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column, waiting for 2 min and then spinning at 13,200 rpm for 60 s. This DNA was

significantly contaminated with E. coli genomic DNA but still usable for PCR

amplification. Approximate yield was about 1-2 g ofDNA.

Large Scale Preparation ofBAC DNA

Large-scale preparation ofBAC DNA was performed using the Qiagen Large

Construct Kit essentially as suggested by the manufacturer. Briefly, a 5 ml starter culture

of the bacterial line containing the BAC of interests was grown up overnight in LB + 12.5

g/ml of chloramphenieol at 37 C in a roller drum. This starter culture was added to

500 ml ofLB + 12.5 g/ml of chloramphenicol and incubated in an orbital shaker at 37

C overnight. The bacteria were pelleted in a Beckman JA-10 rotor at 6000g and the

supernatant was discarded. The bacterial pellet was resuspended in 20 ml of Buffer PI

(Qiagen) by pipetting and vortexing. The bacteria was then lysed using 20 ml of Buffer

P2 (Qiagen) and mixed by gently inversion 4-6 times (do not incubate in P2 longer than 2

min). Then 20 ml of Buffer P3 (Qiagen) was added, mixed by inversion and the mixture

was incubated on ice for 10 min. The mixture was divided into two 50 ml centrifuge

tubes and spun in a Sorvall SS-34 rotor at 16.5K rpm for 30 min at 4 C. The

supernatant was filtered through pre-wetted Whatman filter paper and then 1 8 ml of

isopropanol was added to each half of the sample at room temperature and mixed. The

DNA was then precipitated at 1 IK rpm in a Sorval SS-34 rotor for 30 min at 4 C. The

pellets were washed with 5 ml of 75% ethanol and centrifuged at 1 IK rpm in a Sorval

SS-34 for 15 min at 4 C. The 75% ethanol was decanted the tubes inverted and the

pellets allowed to air dry for 5 min. Residual liquid on the side of the tubes was removed
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with a micropipetor. The pellets were resuspended in 4.75 ml of Buffer EX (Qiagen) by

swirling and combined. Then 200 1 ofATP-Dependent Exonuclease (Qiagen; provide

lyophilized in single-use vials and resuspended in 225 1 of Exonuclease Solvent just

before use) and 300 1 of 100 mM ATP (pre-prepared as follows: 2.75 g of disodium

ATP, 40 ml H2O. adjust pH to 7.5 with lOM NaOH and bring volume up to 50 ml. Freeze

as single use aliquots of 300 1.) were added, mixed by swirling, and incubated at 37 C

for Ih. During exonuclease digestion, a Qiagen-tip 500 column was equilibrated by

applying 10 ml of Buffer QBT (Qiagen) to the column and allowing it to empty by

gravity flow. After an hour of digestion, 1 0 ml of Buffer QS (Qiagen) was added to the

DNA sample and the mixture was loaded onto the column and allowed to enter the

column by gravity flow. The column was then washed twice with 30 ml of Buffer QC

(Qiagen) by gravity flow. The DNA was eluted with 15 ml of Buffer QF prewarmed to

65 C by gravity flow. The DNA was then precipitated with 10.5 ml of isopropanol and

centrifuged immediately at 1 IK in a Sorval SS-34 at 4 C for 30 min. The pellet was

then washed once with 5 ml of75% ethanol and centrifuged at 1 IK in a Sorval SS-34 at

4C for 1 5 min. The wash solution was decanted and the pellet was air dried for 1 5 min.

Residual liquid was removed with a micropipetor. The DNA was then resuspended in TE

[pH 8.0]. This protocol yields high quality BAC DNA suitable for sequencing and

cloning. The yield is about 50-100 g per 500 ml of media.
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